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Introduction

EPIDEMIOLOGY

Death and disability caused by injuries remain a pub-
lic health threat worldwide. For both children and adults 
younger than age 45, traumatic injuries remain the lead-
ing cause of death in the United States.1,2 Moreover, injury-
associated deaths have substantial economic consequences; 
the total estimated lifetime medical and work-lost costs 
associated with fatal injuries has been reported to be over 
$240 billion and is projected to increase.1,3 Unintentional 
injuries (i.e., injuries due to motor vehicle accidents, falls) 
remain the top cause of death in adults younger than age 
45, followed by suicide, and homicide.2

As with other endemic diseases, successful treatment 
of trauma extends well beyond the boundaries of an indi-
vidual hospital. Community-based prevention has included 
efforts to incorporate airbags in motor vehicles, mandate 
the use of helmets on motorcycles, encourage citizens to 
wear seat belts, punish intoxicated drivers, and promote 
responsible handgun ownership. All these measures have 
had an impact on the demographics of injury in much the 

same manner that smoking cessation, dietary modification, 
and routine mammography have affected the incidence of 
heart disease and cancer. When prevention fails, outcomes 
after injury are heavily influenced by the community’s 
commitment to an organized system of trauma care.!

MODERN TRAUMA SYSTEMS AND 
REGIONALIZATION

Following the landmark National Academy of Sciences 
report “Accidental Death and Disability: The Neglected Dis-
ease of Modern Society” in 1966,4 a framework for trauma 
systems was developed by the American College of Surgeons 
(ACS) Committee on Trauma.5,6 Comprised of governmen-
tally designated or internally validated trauma centers, 
trauma systems represent a coordinated, organized, and 
patient-centric approach to the care of the injured patient.7 
A distinction between trauma center designation and veri-
fication is made to identify the types of resources available 
and the number of patients treated annually. Trauma cen-
ter designation is a process outlined and developed at a state 
or local level. Trauma center verification is an evaluation 
process done by the ACS to evaluate and improve trauma 

!"!  Perioperative anesthesia care for patients who have undergone acute trauma depends on an 
understanding of trauma system design and surgical priorities.

!"!  Successful emergency airway management is based on having a clear plan, such as the Ameri-
can Society of Anesthesiologists algorithm for difficult airways adapted for trauma. In general, 
rapid sequence induction of anesthesia and in-line cervical stabilization, followed by direct la-
ryngoscopy or video laryngoscopy, is the safest and most effective approach. The use of cricoid 
pressure is controversial and is no longer a class I recommendation.

!"!  Recognition of hemorrhagic shock is at the center of advanced trauma life support. Hemor-
rhagic shock indicates the need for rapid operative treatment, with the possibility of a damage 
control approach. Although establishing an adequate airway remains the initial priority, obvi-
ous hemorrhage should be concurrently addressed through immediate application of tourni-
quets or direct pressure.

!"!  Resuscitation during acute hemorrhagic shock has undergone a significant change in empha-
sis. Current recommendations are to allow permissive hypotension during active bleeding by 
limitation of crystalloid infusion. Recognizing the impact of early coagulopathy in trauma, a 
“hemostatic” resuscitation should be employed, with an emphasis on maintenance of blood 
composition by early transfusion of red blood cells, plasma, and platelets, and viscoelastic 
monitoring when available.

!"!  Management of patients with severe traumatic brain injury requires monitoring and main-
tenance of cerebral perfusion and oxygenation for successful operative and intensive care 
management.

!"!  Operative timing for the surgical management of traumatic injuries, including orthopedic 
trauma, must be balanced between early definitive repairs and the potential for worsening 
overall physiologic stress.

!"!  Trauma anesthesiology includes a substantial component of critical care practice (see also 
Chapter 83).
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care; the verification process is voluntary and identifies the 
presence of resources considered essential for the optimal 
care of the injured patient.8 Trauma center levels range 
from Level I (a comprehensive regional resource providing 
24-hour in-house coverage, referral resource for communi-
ties in nearby regions, leadership in prevention, research, 
and more) to Level V (basic emergency department [ED] 
facilities to implement advanced trauma life support [ATLS], 
after-hours activation protocols, limited surgery and criti-
cal care). Level I and Level II centers represent tertiary care 
centers; the standards for the provision of clinical care to 
injured patients for Level I and Level II trauma centers are 
identical. A trauma system is an example of tiered region-
alization because the most seriously injured patients in a 
geographical catchment area are cared for at designated 
tertiary care trauma centers.7 Over the past three decades, 
many studies have demonstrated significantly improved 
mortality,9-15 morbidity,16,17 and cost savings17,18 after 
establishment of regionalized trauma systems.!

THE ROLE OF THE ANESTHESIOLOGIST

At all levels of trauma care, anesthesiologists are uniquely 
juxtaposed with the multidisciplinary trauma team, serv-
ing both an administrative role in preparing the operat-
ing room (OR) and allocating resources for resuscitation, 
while providing direct patient care through definitive 
airway management and advanced resuscitation where 
appropriate.19 Anesthesiologists also play a significant 
role as intensivists and pain management experts. Trauma 
patients represent a significant proportion of all OR cases 
handled during night and weekend shifts.20 Regrettably, 
very few anesthesiologists in the United States consider 
trauma their primary specialty. This is distinct from Euro-
pean practice, where anesthesiologists frequently are found 
working in the prehospital environment, as an ED director, 
or as leader of a trauma team. The United States model, in 
which all anesthesiologists treat trauma patients—but few 
do so exclusively—has led to a relative dearth of research, 
publication, and education in this field.20,21 This situation 
is unfortunate because trauma is a rapidly evolving field of 
study that presents unique challenges to the clinician and 
one in which improvements in care can have a dramatic 
impact on society as a whole.

Anesthesia for trauma patients is different from routine 
OR practice. Most urgent cases occur during off-hours, 
when the most experienced OR and anesthesia personnel 
may not be available. In small hospitals and military and 
humanitarian practice, austere conditions may influence 
the resources available. Patient information may be limited, 
and allergies, genetic abnormalities, and previous surger-
ies may create sudden crises. Patients are frequently intoxi-
cated, with full stomachs and the potential for cervical spine 
instability. Simple operations may become complicated, 
and specialty surgical and anesthesia equipment may be 
required on short notice. Patients often have multiple inju-
ries requiring complex positioning, multiple procedures, 
and the need to consider priorities in management. Occult 
injuries, such as tension pneumothorax, can manifest at 
unexpected times. Fortunately, there does not appear to be 
a higher risk for medical liability associated with the pro-
vision of anesthesia for trauma versus nontrauma surgical 

anesthesia cases.22 Successful perioperative care of these 
patients requires a good understanding of the basics, sup-
plemented by preparation, flexibility, and the ability to react 
quickly to changing circumstances.

This chapter provides an overview of important areas 
of trauma care for the anesthesiologist beginning with a 
description of the initial approach to an injured patient, fol-
lowed by discussions of emergency airway management, 
resuscitation, and care of patients with central nervous 
system (CNS) injuries. The needs of orthopedic and recon-
structive surgery patients are outlined and the chapter 
concludes with a discussion of postoperative issues for the 
anesthesiologist managing the trauma patient.!

Prioritizing Trauma Care

PREHOSPITAL TRIAGE

Prehospital triage of the seriously injured trauma patient 
begins in the field, and is fraught with difficulty. Estimations 
of blood loss are imprecise and classically taught shock clas-
sifications are commonly confounded by extremes of age 
and variations in physiological reserve.23 In 2011, the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention along with the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration collabo-
rated with the ACS Committee on Trauma to revise previ-
ous field triage decision schemes in order to reduce over 
triage of patients with non–life-threatening injuries, and to 
help direct patients in most need of lifesaving interventions 
to appropriate trauma centers.24 Current guidelines recom-
mend a four-step assessment to assist prehospital providers 
with making decisions about which patients are most in 
need of transport to a trauma center (Box 66.1).

Physiological Considerations

Systolic blood pressure <90 mm Hg
Glasgow Coma Scale #13
Respiratory rate <10 or >29 (or need for ventilatory support)!
Anatomical Considerations

Any penetrating injury to the head, neck, torso, and extremities 
(proximal to the elbow or knee)

Chest wall instability/deformity
Amputation proximal to the wrist or ankle
Pelvic fracture
Open/depressed skull fracture
Paralysis!
Mechanisms of Injury

Death of occupant in same vehicle
Fall from >20 feet
Extrication time >20 min!
Special Patient or System Considerations

Age >55 years
Children
Patients on anticoagulants or with bleeding disorders
Burns (to be triaged to designated burn centers)
Pregnancy >20 weeks

BOX 66.1 Four Steps for Assessing Need 
for Trauma Center Referral
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Traditionally, mechanism of injury has been referred to 
as blunt versus penetrating trauma, with no further delin-
eation as to how much energy was imparted, or informa-
tion regarding anatomical and physiological insults. Some 
studies have suggested that mechanism of injury alone 
is a poor predictor for trauma center referral.25,26 Others 
have demonstrated that distinct mechanisms, such as ejec-
tion from a vehicle or prolonged extrication time, clearly 
warrant trauma team activation.27,28 In a study by Lerner 
and associates, the ACS Field Triage Decision scheme was 
examined, and interviews conducted with emergency 
medical technicians who transported patients to trauma 
centers based on mechanism alone.29 Only three mecha-
nisms of injury reliably predicted the need for referral to 
a trauma center when patients did not meet anatomical 
or physiological injury criteria: death of an occupant in 
the vehicle, fall greater than 20 feet, and extrication time 
greater than 20 minutes. Additional studies have justi-
fied mechanism of injury as a parameter that helps reduce 
inappropriate transport of patients with major trauma to 
nontrauma centers.30,31 For more information on this sub-
ject see Chapter 67.!

BLUNT VERSUS PENETRATING TRAUMA

Blunt and penetrating injuries are regularly disparate in 
presentation but may share similarities in terms of extent of 
injury.19 Penetrating injuries are identified as ballistic and 
nonballistic. The point of injury in the patient with penetrat-
ing trauma may be utterly discernible—even to the inex-
pert provider—but the extent of tissue damage and depth of 
shock may be less detectible compared to the patient suffer-
ing from a blunt traumatic injury. Conversely, the patient 
with penetrating trauma will lose blood volume externally 
together with loss into body cavities, whereas the patient 
with blunt trauma may present in hemorrhagic shock with 
no obvious signs of hemorrhage. Multiple blunt traumatic 
insults, bleeding into compartments (e.g., unstable long-
bone fractures), retroperitoneal hemorrhage (e.g., pelvic 
fractures, major vascular injury, solid organ damage), and 
bleeding into other body cavities may present as indolent 
hemorrhagic shock.32!

ADVANCED TRAUMA LIFE SUPPORT

The performance of a thorough patient assessment, appli-
cation of rapid diagnostic tests, and early activation of 
resources is vital for ensuring optimal outcomes in patients 
with severe traumatic injuries.19 The ATLS course of the 
ACS is the most widely recognized training program for 
trauma physicians of all disciplines.33 Although not com-
prehensive in subspecialty areas, the ATLS curriculum pro-
vides a framework and a common language for the care of 
injured patients. ATLS is based on a “primary survey” that 
includes simultaneous efforts to identify and treat life- and 
limb-threatening injuries, beginning with the most imme-
diate. This focus on urgent problems first is captured by 
the “golden hour” catchphrase and is the most important 
lesson of ATLS. Resolution of urgent needs is followed by a 
meticulous secondary survey and further diagnostic studies 
designed to reduce the incidence of missed injuries. Know-
ing the basics of ATLS is essential for any physician who 

interacts with trauma patients. Fig. 66.1 is a simplified rep-
resentation of the ATLS protocol.

ATLS emphasizes the “ABCDE” mnemonic: airway, 
breathing, circulation, disability, and exposure. Veri-
fication of an open airway and acceptable respiratory 
mechanics is of primary importance because hypoxia is 
the most immediate threat to life. Inability to oxygenate 
the patient will lead to permanent brain injury and death 
within 5 to 10 minutes. Trauma patients are at risk for 
airway obstruction and inadequate respiration for the rea-
sons listed in Box 66.2. Endotracheal intubation, whether 
performed in the prehospital environment or in the ED, 

Vocal response
Auscultation

Chin lift
Bag-valve-mask 

assist with 
100% oxygen 

Intubation

Pulse oximetry
Arterial blood gas

Chest x-ray

Mechanical ventilation
Tube thoracostomy

Vital signs
Capillary refill

Response to fluid bolus
CBC, coagulation studies

Type and crossmatch
FAST

Pelvic plain films

Adequate intravenous access
Fluid administration

Pressure on open wounds
Pelvic binder

ED thoracotomy
Uncrossmatched blood

Surgery

Determination of GCS score
Motor and sensory examination

Cervical spine films
Head, neck, spine CT

Support of oxygenation 
and perfusion

Emergency surgery
Intracranial pressure

monitoring

Airway

Breathing

Circulation

Neurologic Disability

Laboratory studies
ECG

Indicated plain films
and CT scans

Detailed history
and physical examination

Removal of all clothes
Further surgical

treatment as indicated
Detailed review of
all laboratory and 

radiographic findings

Exposure and Secondary Survey

Fig. 66.1 Simplified assessment and management of the trauma 
patient. CBC, Complete blood count; CT, computed tomography; ECG, 
electrocardiogram; ED, emergency department; FAST, focused assess-
ment by sonography for trauma; GCS, Glasgow Coma Scale. (Modified 
from the Advanced Trauma Life Support curriculum of the American Col-
lege of Surgeons.)
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must be confirmed immediately by capnometry. Esopha-
geal intubation or endotracheal tube (ETT) dislodgement 
are common and devastating if not promptly corrected. 
Patients in cardiac arrest may have very low end-tidal car-
bon dioxide (CO2) values; direct laryngoscopy should be 
performed if there is any question about the location of the 
ETT (see also Chapter 44).

If establishment of a secure airway and adequate ventila-
tion requires a surgical procedure such as a tracheostomy, 
tube thoracostomy, or open thoracotomy, this procedure 
must precede all others. Indeed, these procedures are com-
monly performed in the ED, often before the arrival of an 
anesthesiologist. Subsequent surgery to convert a cricothy-
roidotomy to a tracheostomy or close an emergency thora-
cotomy may then follow in the OR.

Hemorrhage is the next most pressing concern since 
ongoing blood loss is inevitably fatal. The symptoms of 
shock are presented in Box 66.3. Shock is presumed to 
result from hemorrhage until proven otherwise. Assess-
ment of the circulation consists of an early phase, during 
active hemorrhage, and a late phase, which begins when 
hemostasis is achieved and continues until normal physi-
ology is restored. In the early phase, diagnostic efforts focus 
on the five sites of bleeding detailed in Table 66.1, the only 
areas in which exsanguinating hemorrhage can occur. 
Immediate actions to control hemorrhage can include 
application of pelvic binders for bleeding associated with 
pelvic fractures or tourniquet application for extremity 
injuries. Any surgical procedure to diagnose or control 
active hemorrhage is an emergency case that must be 
brought to the OR as soon as possible. This includes explo-
ration of the neck or pericardium to rule out hemorrhage 
in sensitive compartments. In the OR, the trauma surgeon 
focuses on anatomic control of hemorrhage, whereas the 
anesthesiologist is responsible for restoring the patient’s 

physiology. Goals for early and late resuscitation are dis-
cussed in more detail later.

After management of the circulation follows the assess-
ment of the patient’s neurologic status by calculation of 
the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score (Box 66.4)34; exami-
nation of the pupils for size, reactivity, and symmetry; and 
determination of sensation and motor function in each of 
the extremities. Significant abnormalities on the neurologic 
examination are an indication for immediate cranial com-
puted tomography (CT) scan. Most trauma patients with a 
diminished GCS score will have nonoperative conditions, 
but for the few who require operative evacuation of an epi-
dural or subdural hematoma, timeliness of treatment has a 
strong influence on outcome. Patients with unstable spinal 
canal injuries and incomplete neurologic deficits will also 
benefit from early surgical decompression and stabilization.

The final step in the primary survey is complete exposure 
of the patient and a head-to-toe search for visible injuries or 
deformities, including deformities of bones or joints, soft tissue 
bruising, and any breaks in the skin. The anesthesiologist can 
assist in this procedure by support of the head and neck, main-
tenance of the airway, and care in manipulating the spine.

After the primary survey, a more deliberate secondary 
examination is undertaken that includes a thorough history 
and physical examination, diagnostic studies, and subspe-
cialty consultation. Any remaining injuries are diagnosed 
at this time and treatment plans established. Indications for 

Airway Obstruction

Direct injury to the face, mandible, or neck
Hemorrhage in the nasopharynx, sinuses, mouth, or upper airway
Diminished consciousness secondary to traumatic brain injury, 

intoxication, or analgesic medications
Aspiration of gastric contents, blood, or a foreign body (i.e., den-

tures, broken teeth, soft tissue)
Misapplication of oral airway or endotracheal tube (esophageal 

intubation)!
Inadequate Ventilation

Diminished respiratory drive secondary to traumatic brain or 
high cervical spine injury, shock, intoxication, hypothermia, or 
oversedation

Direct injury to the trachea or bronchi
Pneumothorax or hemothorax
Chest wall injury
Aspiration
Pulmonary contusion
Cervical spine injury
Bronchospasm secondary to smoke or toxic gas inhalation

BOX 66.2 Causes of Obstructed Airway or 
Inadequate Ventilation in a Trauma Patient

Pallor
Diaphoresis
Agitation or obtundation
Hypotension
Tachycardia
Prolonged capillary refill
Diminished urine output
Narrowed pulse pressure

BOX 66.3 Signs and Symptoms of Shock

TABLE 66.1 Diagnostic and Therapeutic Options for 
Management of Traumatic Hemorrhage

Site of Bleeding Diagnostic Modalities
Treatment 
Options

Chest Chest x-ray Observation
Thoracostomy tube output Surgery
Chest CT

Abdomen Physical examination Surgical ligation
Ultrasound (FAST) Angiography
Abdominal CT Observation
Peritoneal lavage

Retroperitoneum CT Angiography
Angiography

Long bones Physical examination Fracture fixation
Plain x-rays Surgical ligation

Outside the body Physical examination Direct pressure
Surgical ligation

CT, Computed tomography; FAST, focused assessment by sonography for 
trauma.
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urgent or emergency surgery may also arise during the sec-
ondary survey. The presence of a limb-threatening injury 
due to vascular compromise, compartment syndrome, or 
a severely comminuted fracture is one such indication. 
Although the ABCDE issues must be addressed first, a pulse-
less extremity, compartment syndrome, near-amputation, 
or massively fractured extremity must go to the OR as soon 
as the patient is otherwise stable.!

INJURY PATTERNS PROMPTING URGENT 
OPERATIVE INTERVENTION

Fig. 66.2, an algorithm for prioritizing surgical manage-
ment in trauma patients, is presented with the under-
standing that individual situations will vary according to 
available resources and the patient’s response to therapy. 
A trauma patient will often arrive at the OR with the need 
for more than one surgical procedure by more than one sur-
gical service. A trauma patient may have injuries requir-
ing emergency surgery coexisting with injuries that can be 
repaired at any time. The anesthesiologist plays an impor-
tant role in determining which procedures to perform, in 
which order, and which procedures should be postponed 
until the patient is more stable.

In selected cases with obvious, imminent exsanguina-
tion, patients should be directly admitted to the OR, bypass-
ing the ED and radiology suite. Historically, it has been 
shown that up to a third of preventable trauma deaths 
may be caused by delays getting to the OR; in one registry 
study, mortality was increased by 1% for every 3 minutes 
of delay to laparotomy among hypotensive patients with 
abdominal injuries.35-37 Steele and associates were among 
the first to describe a “direct to the OR” approach in San 
Diego, reporting data gathered over a 10-year period.38 
Patients with traumatic cardiac arrest, systolic blood pres-
sure persistently lower than 100 mm Hg, amputation, or 
uncontrolled external hemorrhage were admitted directly 
to the OR for resuscitation, regardless of mechanism of 
injury. These triage criteria had poor sensitivity (24.1%) 
but high specificity (98%) in identifying patients truly in 
need of immediate surgery. Observed compared to predicted 
survival was significantly higher for the “direct to the OR” 

Eye-Opening Response

 4  = Spontaneous
 3  = To speech
 2  = To pain
 1  = None!
Verbal Response

 5  = Oriented to name
 4  = Confused
 3  = Inappropriate speech
 2  = Incomprehensible sounds
 1  = None!
Motor Response

 6  = Follows commands
 5  = Localizes to painful stimuli
 4  = Withdraws from painful stimuli
 3  = Abnormal flexion (decorticate posturing)
 2  = Abnormal extension (decerebrate posturing)
 1  = None

BOX 66.4 Glasgow Coma Score

The Glasgow Coma Score is the sum of the best scores in each of three 
categories.

Airway Management
Cricothyroidotomy

Control of Exsanguinating Hemorrhage
Exploratory thoracotomy or laparotomy

Pelvic external fixation
Neck exploration

Intracranial Mass Excision
Epidural hematoma

Subdural hematoma with mass effect

Threatened Limb or Eyesight
Traumatic near-amputation

Peripheral vascular trauma or 
compartment syndrome

Open globe injury

High Risk for Sepsis
Perforated stomach or bowel
Massive soft tissue infection

Early Patient Mobilization
Closed long-bone fixation

Spinal fixation

Better Cosmetic Outcome
Facial fracture repair
Soft tissue closure

Control of Ongoing Hemorrhage
Exploratory thoracotomy

or laparotomy
Wound management 

Fig. 66.2 Surgical priorities in a trauma patient. (Reprinted with permission from Dutton RP, Scalea TM, Aarabi B. Prioritizing surgical needs in the patient 
with multiple injuries. Probl Anesth. 2001;13:311.)
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approach in this observational study. Similarly, Martin and 
associates reviewed their 10-year data from 2000 to 2009 
for direct OR admission of 1407 patients (5% of all admis-
sions) based on an expanded set of criteria including specific 
mechanisms.39 After excluding patients who died on arrival 
(8%), 3.6% died in the OR and overall observed (5%) mor-
tality was significantly lower than predicted (10%). Emer-
gent surgical procedures were started within 30 minutes of 
arrival in 77% of patients and within 60 minutes in 92%.!

Anesthesia in War and Austere 
Conditions

“While it is evident that the general principles of anesthesia 
are not affected by the circumstances of war, it is equally 
evident that it is our duty to assiduously seek those means 
in anesthesia which are especially suited to the exigencies 
of battle.”40

Although written in 1942, these words are still true today, 
and many of the principles developed from earlier wars still 
apply on the modern battlefield or in a large-scale disaster (see 
also Chapter 68). Recent conflicts and events have allowed 
anesthesiologists, nurse anesthetists, and other providers to 
help improve management of traumatically injured patients 
in the areas of anesthesia, resuscitation, and damage con-
trol surgery. Management of battlefield casualties typically 
follows the same flow as outlined earlier, but with special 
consideration in the areas of prehospital interventions, resus-
citation, technologic and logistic support, patient movement, 
mass casualty management, and surgical interventions.41 
Pain management considerations may also be affected by the 
nature of the injuries and transport considerations.42

Modern advancements in battle armor, prehospital inter-
ventions, provision of forward surgical support, and resus-
citative strategies have had an impact on survival from 
combat injuries.43 During the most recent conflicts in Iraq 
and Afghanistan, the killed-in-action rate decreased to 
13.9% from 20.2% in Vietnam and World War II.44 This is 
mirrored by a similar reduction in the case fatality rate. Par-
adoxically, the ability to get many of the severely wounded 
patients to a hospital (e.g., rapidly by helicopter) has led to an 
increase in the “died-of-wounds” rate. Most likely this rate 
would be even higher if not for improvements in surgical 
management such as damage control techniques, improved 
intensive care unit (ICU) care, evolving resuscitation strate-
gies, tactical combat casualty care initiatives, and institution 
of a theater-wide trauma system approach.45 More recently, 
transition from a 2-hour to an aggressive 1-hour target for 
definitive care for combat casualties has also contributed to a 
reduction in case fatality and killed-in-action rates.46

One of the major advances in battlefield medical support 
has been the rapid movement of patients out of the theater 
of operations to more comprehensive medical facilities. Even 
in the late l960s, wounded soldiers were evacuated out of 
Vietnam within 3 days of injury. In the most recent conflict, 
the time from injury in the Middle East until movement to 
more definitive medical care in Europe or North America is 
often within 24 to 48 hours.47 This may include initial in-
theater damage control surgery followed by one or two aero-
medical evacuation missions lasting up to 12 hours with a 
critical care air transport team (CCATT). In preparation for 

such rapid movement, the anesthesiologist must ensure that 
perioperative interventions such as airway management, 
pain control, and adequacy of resuscitation are addressed 
before transfer. In addition, anesthesiologists are frequently 
assigned to a CCATT as the physician team member based on 
their overall skill set and ability to provide support en route 
to critically ill or injured patients. Beyond the support pro-
vided during wartime, the CCATT also has proved useful for 
the movement of critical patients during large-scale disas-
ters such as occurred after Hurricane Katrina in 2005.48

Mass casualty situations are common in wartime con-
ditions, although the role of the anesthesiologist will vary 
depending on the number of patients and requirements for 
urgent surgical interventions. Given the limited number 
of anesthesia providers in most combat-related scenarios, 
often they are not involved in the triage process. If avail-
able, however, anesthesia support can enhance emergency 
airway management, establishment of venous access, and 
supervision of resuscitative efforts. Only 10% to 20% of 
arriving casualties require immediate lifesaving interven-
tions, although a much larger percentage will ultimately 
require surgical procedures.49 A well-developed trauma 
system is persistently evolving, and management of mass 
casualty scenarios will become routine.50

Overall, anesthetic management of battlefield casualties 
is similar to that for patients in a civilian trauma setting; 
however, many factors must be considered in the periop-
erative plan for a combat casualty.51 Environmental con-
siderations such as extremes of temperature, availability of 
water, contamination with sand, lack of consistent electric-
ity, and other aspects may have to be taken into consider-
ation. Logistic support chains may be long and unable to 
provide sufficient supplies in the early phases of a conflict. 
Deployable equipment, such as drawover vaporizer systems 
or portable anesthesia systems, may be different from those 
used during peacetime, so predeployment training is vital 
(Fig. 66.3).52 In addition, techniques such as total intra-
venous anesthesia and regional anesthesia or analgesia 
may be better options making familiarity with their man-
agement and associated equipment an imperative (see also 
Chapter 46).53

Optimal care of wartime casualties or victims of large 
disasters requires not only knowledge of a broad range of 
anesthetic principles and techniques but also the ability to 
be flexible in the face of a rapidly changing environment. 
With special training in airway management, provision 
of anesthesia and sedation, resuscitation, and pain man-
agement, anesthesiologists may find themselves involved 
in triage, emergency management, and perioperative and 
critical care.!

Emergency Airway Management

The American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) algorithm 
for management of difficult airways (see also Fig. 44.1) modi-
fied for trauma is a useful starting point for the trauma anes-
thesiologist, whether in the ED or the OR (see also Chapter 
44).54 The concept of the algorithm is an important one. The 
anesthesiologist should have a plan for the initial approach 
to the airway and for coping with any difficulties that might 
develop. Fig. 66.4 is a typical algorithm for emergency 
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intubation of an unstable trauma patient. Note that it differs 
from the ASA algorithm in that reawakening the patient is 
seldom an option because the need for emergency airway 
control will presumably remain. Once the decision to obtain 
a definitive airway is made, efforts will continue until a cuffed 
tube is in position in the trachea, whether by conventional 
intubation or via a surgical approach. Failure to commit to a 
surgical airway soon enough results in bad outcomes more 
commonly than do complications of a procedure that might 
have been unnecessary.

INDICATIONS

The goal of emergency airway management is to ensure 
adequate oxygenation and ventilation while protecting the 
patient from the risks for aspiration. Endotracheal intuba-
tion is commonly required and is specifically indicated in 
the following conditions:
  

!$!  Cardiac or respiratory arrest
!Ŷ!  Respiratory insufficiency (see Box 66.2)
!$!  Airway protection
!$!  Need for deep sedation or analgesia, up to and including 

general anesthesia
!$!  Ventilation management of patients with space-occupy-

ing intracranial lesions and evidence of increased intra-
cranial pressure (ICP)

!$!  Delivery of a 100% fraction of inspired oxygen (FiO2) to 
patients with carbon monoxide poisoning

!$!  Facilitation of the diagnostic workup in uncooperative or 
intoxicated patients!

APPROACH TO ENDOTRACHEAL INTUBATION

In general, monitoring standards for airway manage-
ment should be the same in the ED and OR, including an 
electrocardiogram (ECG), blood pressure, oximetry, and 

capnometry. Appropriate equipment, including an oxygen 
source, bag-valve-mask ventilating system, mechanical 
ventilator, suction, and a selection of laryngoscope blades 
(including video laryngoscope), ETTs, and devices for man-
aging difficult tracheal intubations, should be available in 
any location where emergency intubation is likely, includ-
ing the ED.

Endotracheal intubation is best accomplished in almost 
all cases with a modified rapid sequence approach by an 
experienced clinician. Although concern may exist that the 
use of neuromuscular blocking drugs and potent anesthet-
ics outside the OR will be associated with a more frequent 
complication rate, in fact the opposite is more likely correct. 
Anesthesia and neuromuscular blockade allow the best tra-
cheal intubating conditions on the first approach to the air-
way, which is advantageous in an uncooperative, hypoxic, 
or aspirating patient. Attempts to secure the airway in an 
awake or lightly sedated patient increase the risk for airway 
trauma, pain, aspiration, hypertension, laryngospasm, 
and combative behavior. Experienced providers, supported 
by appropriate monitoring and equipment, have achieved 
results of medication-assisted intubation outside the OR 
that are equivalent to those for emergency tracheal intuba-
tion within the OR.55-57!

PROPHYLAXIS AGAINST PULMONARY 
ASPIRATION OF GASTRIC CONTENTS

A trauma patient should always be treated as having a 
full stomach and at risk for aspiration of gastric contents 
during induction of anesthesia (see also Chapter 44). Rea-
sons include ingestion of food or liquids before the injury, 
swallowed blood from oral or nasal injuries, delayed gas-
tric emptying associated with the stress of trauma, and 
administration of liquid contrast medium for abdominal CT 
scanning.

A B

Fig. 66.3 Deployable military anesthesia equipment. (A) Drawover vaporizer and portable ventilator (circled) in field hospital. (B) Portable anesthe-
sia machine. (Used with permission from CPT Bruce Baker, MD, USN.)
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Cricoid pressure—the Sellick maneuver—has been 
recommended to be applied continuously during emer-
gency airway management from the time the patient loses 
protective airway reflexes until ETT placement and cuff 
inflation are confirmed. The Sellick maneuver consists of 
elevating the patient’s chin (without displacing the cervi-
cal spine) and then pushing the cricoid cartilage posteri-
orly to close the esophagus. However, cricoid pressure may 
worsen the laryngoscopic grade of view in up to 30% of 
patients58 without providing effective prevention of aspira-
tion of gastric contents.59 In a prehospital study evaluating 
the impact of cricoid pressure on subsequent intubation 

success, discontinuing cricoid pressure usually facilitated 
intubation of the trachea without worsening the grade 
of laryngoscopic view.60 Thus cricoid pressure should be 
released in the trauma patient if likely to facilitate intu-
bation attempts. The lack of evidence supporting the use 
of cricoid pressure and its potential to make intubation 
more difficult led the American Heart Association to rec-
ommend discontinuation of its use during cardiac arrest 
situations.61 Additionally, the Eastern Association for the 
Surgery of Trauma Practice Management Guidelines for 
emergency tracheal intubation have removed it as a class 
1 recommendation.62

AWAKE INTUBATION
With FIS or VAL

BVM VENTILATION
ADEAQUATE

* Confirm ventilation, tracheal intubation or SGA
placement with standard confirmatory techniques
(exhaled CO2, misting of tube, auscultation of
breath sounds, improving SpO2). If perfusion (and
exhaled CO2) absent, use additional confirmation
methods (e.g., repeat laryngoscopy,
bronchoscopy, esophageal detector device, chest
X-ray).

B�",5;03(;065�>0;/�(�-(*,�4(:2�69�����40./;
  be difficult or impossible in a patient with
  maxillofacial trauma
B���6*(3�(5,:;/,:0(�05-03;9(;065�69�9,.065(3
��5,9=,�)36*2(+,�(9,�6-�3040;,+�=(3<,�05
  extensive trauma surgery.

NON-EMERGENCY PATHWAY
Ventilation adequate, intubation

unsuccessful

Alternate approaches to intubation (c)

Success*

Recognized DA
Cooperative patient
Hemodynamically stable
Maintains adequate O2

Unrecognized DA
Uncooperative patient
Hemodynamically unstable
Life-threatening emergency

INTUBATION AFTER
INDUCTION OF GA: CP,
MILS, RSI with DL or VAL

Initial intubation
Attempt

unsuccessful*
UNSUCCESSFUL (a)

Invasive airway
access (b)

BVM VENTILATION NOT
ADEAQUATE

CONSIDER/ATTEMPT SGA (e)

SGA ADEQUATE* SGA NOT ADEQUATE
or NOT FEASIBLE

EMERGENCY PATHWAY
Ventilation not adequate, intubation

unsuccessful (d)

FAIL (d)

Emergency Invasive Airway Access (f)

1. Call for help
2. BVM ventilation
3. Maintain delivery of
    supplemental O2
4. Maintain CP

Initial intubation
attempts

UNSUCCESSFUL

Initial intubation
Attempt

successful*

(a) Other options in ASA algorithm:

(b) Invasive airway access includes surgical or
    percutaneous cricothyrotomy or tracheostomy,
    transtracheal jet ventilation and retrograde
    intubation.
(c) Alternative difficult intubation approaches
    include (but are not limited to): VAL, SGA (e.g.,
����3(9@5.,(3�4(:2�(09>(@�&���'�(:�(5�05;<)(;06n
    conduit with or without flexible scope
    guidance), flexible scope intubation (FSI),
    intubating stylet or tube changer, and light
    wand. Blind intubation (oral or nasal) is
    discouraged in patients with maxillofacial
    trauma and laryngeal or tracheal injury.
�+���)69;05.�;/,�*(:,�(5+�(>(2,505.�;/,�7(;0,5;�;6
    optimize and re-attempt intubation via a
����+0--,9,5;�(09>(@�;,*/508<,��,�.���(>(2,
    intubation) is impractical in most trauma cases
    due to the emergent condition of the patient.
(e) Emergency non-invasive airway ventilation
    consists of SGA.
�-���<9.0*(3�(09>(@�20;�:/6<3+�),�044,+0(;,3y
    available.

Fig. 66.4 Emergency airway management algorithm in trauma. Individual practitioners and trauma hospitals should determine their own algo-
rithm, based on available skills and resources. ASA, American Society of Anesthesiologists; BVM, bag-valve-mask; CP, cricoid pressure; DA, difficult airway; 
DL, direct laryngoscopy; FIS, flexible intubation scope; GA, general anesthesia; MILS, manual in-line stabilization; RSI, rapid sequence intubation; SGA, 
supraglottic airway; VAL, video-assisted laryngoscopy. (Modified from Hagberg CA, Kaslow O. Difficult airway management algorithm in trauma updated by 
COTEP. ASA Newsletter. 2014;78:56–60.)
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In the traditionally defined rapid sequence induction of 
anesthesia, any attempt at ventilation between adminis-
tration of medication and intubation is avoided, presum-
ably because positive-pressure ventilation may force gas 
into the patient’s stomach, leading to regurgitation and 
aspiration. Sellick’s original paper described ventilation 
during cricoid pressure in patients with full stomachs 
with the belief that cricoid pressure during mask ventila-
tion would prevent gastric inflation.63 Although this may 
be true, cricoid pressure reduces tidal volumes, increases 
peak inspiratory pressure, or prevents ventilation.64 On the 
other hand, the increase in oxygen consumption in trauma 
patients necessitates preoxygenation whenever possible. If 
preoxygenation is not possible because of facial trauma, 
decreased respiratory effort, or agitation, rapid desatura-
tion is a possibility. Positive-pressure ventilation during 
all phases of induction provides the largest possible oxy-
gen reserve during emergency airway management and 
will help mitigate hypoxia if intubation proves difficult. In 
this situation, large tidal volumes and high peak inspira-
tory pressures should be avoided. Application of cricoid 
pressure during attempts at positive-pressure ventilation 
should be considered to reduce gastric inflation, but it may 
prevent effective ventilation in some patients necessitating 
discontinuation.!

PROTECTION OF THE CERVICAL SPINE

Standard practice dictates that all victims of blunt trauma 
be assumed to have an unstable cervical spine until this 
condition is ruled out. The airway management of these 
patients receives much attention from anesthesiologists 
because direct laryngoscopy causes cervical motion, with 
the theoretical potential to exacerbate spinal cord injury 
(SCI). Stabilization of the cervical spine will generally occur 
in the prehospital environment, with the patient already 
having a rigid cervical collar in place. This collar may be 
kept in place for several days before the complete gamut of 
tests to rule out cervical spine instability have been com-
pleted (see later discussion). The presence of an “uncleared” 
cervical spine mandates the use of manual in-line stabi-
lization without application of traction throughout any 
attempt at intubation.33 This approach allows removal 
of the front of the cervical collar to facilitate wider mouth 
opening and jaw displacement; however, this may slightly 
lengthen the time to intubation and worsen laryngeal 
visualization during laryngoscopy compared to intubation 
attempts without manual in-line stablilization.65 Manual 
in-line stabilization has been tested through consider-
able clinical experience and is the standard of care in the 
ATLS curriculum. Emergency awake fiberoptic intubation, 
though requiring less manipulation of the neck, is gener-
ally very difficult because of airway secretions and hemor-
rhage, rapid desaturation, and lack of patient cooperation; 
and is best reserved for cooperative patients with known 
cervical instability under controlled conditions. Indirect 
video laryngoscopy offers the potential to enjoy the best of 
both worlds: an anesthetized patient and decreased cervical 
motion.66,67 In comparative studies of direct laryngoscopy, 
video laryngoscopy, fiberoptic intubation, blind nasal intu-
bation, or cricothyrotomy—in patients with known cervi-
cal cord or spine injuries, or both—there is no difference in 

neurologic deterioration with technique used, and no clear 
evidence that direct laryngoscopy worsens outcome.68!

PERSONNEL

Emergency endotracheal intubation requires more assis-
tance than an intubation performed under controlled con-
ditions (see also Chapter 6). Three providers are required to 
ventilate the patient and manage the airway, administer 
medications, and provide manual in-line stabilization (if 
indicated); a fourth provider may be needed to provide cri-
coid pressure if deemed appropriate. Fig. 66.5 is an illustra-
tion of this approach. Additional assistance may be required 
to restrain a patient who is combative because of intoxica-
tion or traumatic brain injury (TBI).

The immediate presence of a surgeon or other physi-
cian who can expeditiously perform a cricothyroidotomy 
is desirable. Even if a surgical airway is not required, addi-
tional experienced hands may prove useful during difficult 
intubations. The surgeon may also wish to inspect the 
upper airway during laryngoscopy or video laryngoscopy 
if trauma to the face or neck has occurred. Urgent tube tho-
racostomy may prove necessary in some trauma patients to 
treat a tension pneumothorax that develops with the onset 
of positive-pressure ventilation.!

ANESTHETICS AND INDUCTION OF ANESTHESIA

Any intravenous anesthetic administered to a trauma 
patient in hemorrhagic shock may cause profound hypo-
tension and even cardiac arrest because of inhibition of 
circulating catecholamines. Although propofol is the 
mainstay of intravenous induction in the OR, its use in 
trauma patients is problematic because of its vasodilatory 
and negative inotropic effects. Moreover, pharmacokinetic 
and pharmacodynamic studies in a swine hemorrhagic 
shock model suggest a significant reduction in propofol 
dosage of more than 80% to achieve the targeted effect site 

Fig. 66.5 Emergency intubation of a trauma patient immobilized 
on a long spine board. The front of the cervical collar is removed 
once in-line manual stabilization of the spine is established, allowing 
for cricoid pressure and greater excursion of the mandible. (Reprinted 
with permission from Dutton RP. Spinal cord injury. Int Anesthesiol Clin. 
2002;40:111.)
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concentration.69,70 Unfortunately, there is no correspond-
ing clinical data on the impact of reduced propofol dosing in 
the setting of hemorrhagic shock on recall and awareness.

The most commonly used induction agent in the United 
States in the ED or trauma setting is etomidate.71 Etomidate 
administered in a range of 0.2 to 0.3 mg/kg is associated 
with hemodynamic stability and has an onset/duration 
profile like that of succinylcholine. Its safety for use in rapid 
sequence induction in trauma patients has been challenged 
although these studies are largely retrospective with the 
potential for selection bias and other methodologic deficien-
cies.72,73 Although etomidate is associated with transient 
adrenal cortical suppression after a single dose, this appears 
not to be clinically significant when a single dose is used for 
induction for intubation in both trauma and mixed surgical-
medical patients undergoing rapid sequence induction.74-76 
Etomidate can cause myoclonic jerks during its onset, but 
use of a rapidly acting neuromuscular blocking agent, such 
as succinylcholine, mitigates this effect substantially.

Ketamine is also a frequently used induction agent for 
hypotensive trauma patients due to its centrally mediated 
increase in sympathetic tone and catecholamine release.77 
Its use in patients with concomitant TBI has been ques-
tioned based on older reports of associated ICP elevation.78 
More recent analysis, however, suggests that the preserva-
tion of cerebral perfusion by maintenance of mean arte-
rial blood pressure in hemodynamically unstable patients 
is more important than any theoretical risk to the brain 
caused by ketamine’s tendency to increase cerebral activity 
and ICP.78,79 Some investigators have also raised concern 
that the psychotropic effects associated with ketamine may 
increase the risk of acute- and posttraumatic stress disor-
ders in trauma patients,80,81 although this was not found in 
a study examining its intraoperative use in burn patients.82 
Of more concern is the potential for barriers to its use based 
on institutional dispensing, tracking, and documentation 
procedures preventing timely access to ketamine. When 
barriers exist limiting its availability, ketamine may not be 
as readily available in the emergency setting compared to 
other induction agents. Due to its abuse potential, consid-
eration has been made to reclassify ketamine as a Schedule 
1 drug, potentially placing further barriers to its availabil-
ity.83 Overall, ketamine continues to be a very commonly 
used drug for rapid sequence induction in the trauma 
patient.71

Hypotension will likely develop in patients with hypo-
volemia with the administration of any anesthetic because 
of interruption of compensatory sympathetic outflow and 
the sudden change to positive-pressure ventilation. Previ-
ously healthy young patients can lose up to 40% of their 
blood volume before hypotension occurs, thereby leading 
to potentially catastrophic circulatory collapse with induc-
tion of anesthesia, regardless of the anesthetic chosen. The 
dose of anesthetic must be decreased in the presence of 
hemorrhage, including no anesthetic at all in patients with 
life-threatening hypovolemia. Rapid sequence induction 
of anesthesia and endotracheal intubation may proceed 
with muscle relaxants alone, although onset time may be 
prolonged in a patient with circulatory impairment. Subse-
quent patient recall of intubation and emergency procedures 
is highly variable and affected by the presence of coexist-
ing TBI, intoxication, and the depth of hemorrhagic shock 

(see also Chapter 9). Decreased cerebral perfusion inhibits 
memory formation but cannot be reliably associated with 
any particular blood pressure or chemical marker. Admin-
istration of 0.2 mg of scopolamine (a tertiary ammonium 
vagolytic) may inhibit memory formation in the absence of 
anesthetic drugs in this situation, but it may interfere with 
subsequent neurologic examination because of its long 
half-life. Small doses of midazolam will reduce the incidence 
of patient awareness but also can contribute to hypoten-
sion. Although recall of ED and OR events is not unusual 
in this circumstance, anesthesia provider liability appears 
to be limited; an analysis of intraoperative awareness law-
suits in the ASA Closed Claims Database revealed no claims 
related to surgery in trauma patients.84!

NEUROMUSCULAR BLOCKING DRUGS

Succinylcholine remains the neuromuscular blocker with 
fastest onset—less than 1 minute—and shortest duration 
of action—5 to 10 minutes. These properties make it popu-
lar for rapid sequence induction of anesthesia. Although 
the use of succinylcholine may allow return of spontaneous 
respiration before the development of significant hypoxia 
in the “cannot intubate, cannot ventilate” situation, this 
is unlikely to be of benefit in an emergency intubation in 
a trauma patient. The anesthesiologist should not rely on 
return of spontaneous breathing in time to salvage a difficult 
airway management problem but should instead proceed 
with efforts to obtain a definitive airway, including crico-
thyroidotomy if other possibilities have been exhausted.

Administration of succinylcholine is associated with sev-
eral adverse consequences. Increases in serum potassium of 
0.5 to 1.0 mEq/L are expected, but in certain patients K+ 
may increase by more than 5 mEq/L.85 A hyperkalemic 
response is typically seen in burn victims and those with 
muscle pathology secondary to direct trauma, denerva-
tion (as with SCI), or immobilization. Hyperkalemia is not 
seen in the first 24 hours after these injuries, and succinyl-
choline may be used safely for acute airway management. 
Patients at risk are those with underlying pathologic pro-
cesses before their traumatic event or those undergoing 
subsequent surgery in the weeks to months after injury.

Succinylcholine causes an increase in intraocular pres-
sure and should be used cautiously in patients with ocular 
trauma.86 Succinylcholine may also increase ICP,87 mak-
ing its use in patients with brain trauma controversial. In 
both these cases, however, hypoxia and hypercapnia may 
be as damaging as the transient increase in pressure caused 
by the drug. If the use of succinylcholine will lead to faster 
intubation, its benefits may outweigh its risks. The pro-
vider must weigh the use of succinylcholine in each indi-
vidual situation based on acuity, anticipated speed with 
which intubation can be accomplished, and likelihood that 
hypoxia will develop.

Alternatives to succinylcholine include rocuronium 
0.9 to 1.2 mg/kg and vecuronium 0.1 to 0.2 mg/kg. 
Rocuronium is preferred because it has a more rapid onset 
of action than that of vecuronium. With the availability 
of sugammadex, a rapid onset selective binding agent for 
rocuronium, rapid sequence induction and intubation 
with rocuronium followed by reversal with sugammadex 
allows for more rapid return of spontaneous ventilation 
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than with succinylcholine.88 Basically, the combination of 
rocuronium and sugammadex provides all the advantages 
of succinylcholine, but none of the complications.89,90 
Because these drugs have no significant cardiovascular tox-
icity, large doses can be administered to achieve rapid (1- to 
2-minute) paralysis.

Specific situations will always exist in which maintaining 
spontaneous ventilation during intubation is the preferred 
way to proceed. If patients can maintain their airway tem-
porarily but have clear indications for an artificial airway 
(e.g., penetrating trauma to the trachea), slow induction 
with ketamine or inhaled sevoflurane through cricoid pres-
sure will enable placement of an ETT without compromis-
ing patient safety.!

ADJUNCTS TO ENDOTRACHEAL INTUBATION

Equipment to facilitate difficult intubation should be read-
ily available wherever emergency airway management is 
performed. The equipment available depends on the prefer-
ences of the anesthesiologist; the usefulness of most special 
equipment depends more on previous experience than on 
any intrinsic properties of the device. Certain items deserve 
mention, however, because they are frequently cited as aids 
to management of a difficult airway.

The gum elastic bougie, or intubating stylet, is an inex-
pensive and easily mastered adjunct for management of a 
difficult airway. The stylet is placed through the vocal cords 
via direct laryngoscopy, and the ETT is then advanced over 
the stylet into the trachea. Placement of the bougie is easier 
than direct placement of an ETT because of both its smaller 
diameter and the ability of an experienced operator to feel it 
enter the trachea even when the glottic opening cannot be 
visualized. The bougie is passed under the epiglottis and gen-
tly advanced; if resistance is met, the bougie is withdrawn, 
rotated slightly, and advanced again. In this fashion the 
anesthesiologist can blindly palpate the larynx until the bou-
gie advances into the trachea. The bougie also can be used 
with direct and indirect video laryngoscopy systems and is 
especially useful in the ED when the sniffing position cannot 
be used because of uncertainty about the cervical spine.

Supraglottic airway (SGA) devices, such as the laryngeal 
mask airway (LMA) (LMA North America, San Diego, CA), 
are recommended in the ASA algorithm for management 
of a patient with a difficult airway. The LMA can be used as 
a guide for intubation when an unsuspected difficult intu-
bation is encountered in a trauma patient; an ETT may be 
placed blindly through the lumen of the LMA and into the 
trachea, or a fiberoptic bronchoscope may be used to guide 
the tube through the LMA. The LMA is an appropriate res-
cue device for a difficult airway situation in trauma, pro-
vided no major anatomic injury or hemorrhage is present 
in the mouth and larynx. In our practice the LMA has most 
commonly been used as a bridge to emergency tracheos-
tomy because it allows more controlled conditions than a 
cricothyroidotomy.!

FACIAL AND PHARYNGEAL TRAUMA

Trauma to the face and upper airway poses difficulties for 
the anesthesiologist.91 Serious skeletal derangements may 
be masked by apparently minor soft tissue damage. Failure 

to identify an injury to the face or neck can lead to acute 
airway obstruction secondary to swelling and hematoma. 
Laryngeal edema is also a risk in patients who have suf-
fered chemical or thermal injury to the pharyngeal mucosa. 
Intraoral hemorrhage, pharyngeal erythema, and change 
in voice are all indications for early intubation.

In general, both maxillary and mandibular fractures will 
make ventilation by mask more difficult, whereas mandibu-
lar fractures will make endotracheal intubation easier. Pal-
pation of the facial bones before manipulation of the airway 
will alert the anesthetist to these possibilities. Patients with 
injuries to the jaw and zygomatic arch often have trismus. 
Although the trismus will resolve with the administration 
of neuromuscular blocking agents, preinduction assess-
ment of airway anatomy may be difficult. Bilateral man-
dibular fractures and pharyngeal hemorrhage may lead to 
upper airway obstruction, particularly in a supine patient, 
although intubation may be easier because of loss of skel-
etal resistance to direct laryngoscopy. A patient arriving 
at the ED in the sitting or prone position because of airway 
compromise is best left in that position until the moment of 
anesthetic induction and intubation.!

THE FIELD PLACED AIRWAY

In many settings, prehospital providers work under proto-
cols that allow for advanced airway management includ-
ing intubation and placement of an SGA. It is recommended 
that the individuals responsible for airway management at 
the ED level be familiar with the protocols and devices avail-
able in their region to facilitate early assessment and air-
way exchange if indicated. All intubations done in the field 
should be immediately confirmed using capnometry. In 
the event of cardiac arrest and inability to confirm correct 
placement by observation of end-tidal CO2, direct laryn-
goscopy or video laryngoscopy can be employed to visual-
ize position of the ETT. When an SGA device is used in the 
prehospital setting, the positioning and ability to ventilate 
should be confirmed by capnometry, presence of breath 
sounds, and chest movement. If there is adequate ventila-
tion, replacement of the SGA can be delayed during the ini-
tial evaluation.

Since the SGA is not considered a secured definitive air-
way, it should be changed out to a cuffed ETT as soon as 
practical. When faced with changing out an SGA, prepara-
tion is the key concept. Unfortunately, there is a paucity 
of literature discussing the technique of “changing out” 
an SGA with no single preferred method in the trauma 
patient. This procedure can be challenging with increased 
risk of losing the patient’s airway. Prior to deciding which 
technique to use, it is extremely important to have a dis-
cussion with the prehospital care provider that managed 
the patient’s airway in the field to determine the following 
information:
  

!$!  What was the reason for placing an SGA?
!$!  Were attempts at oral or nasal intubation made? How 

many?
!$!  What laryngoscope/video laryngoscope was used?
!$!  What anatomy was visualized during attempts?
!$!  What, if any, medications were administered during the 

attempts?
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The answers to these questions may suggest a difficult 
airway prompting more guarded management during the 
exchange process. The three options for exchange in the 
trauma setting are: (1) remove the SGA and replace under 
direct or video laryngoscopy, (2) use the SGA to place an 
ETT or exchange catheter, or (3) proceed to a surgical air-
way. The second option will largely be guided by the spe-
cific SGA, channel size, and available equipment.92-94 Of 
note, there have been reports of pharyngeal, glottic, and 
lingual edema with the use of various SGA devices likely 
secondary to exaggerated anatomical distortion and indi-
rect vascular compression.93 It is unclear whether this is 
an anticipated finding in some patients with proper place-
ment and inflation of the proximal oropharyngeal cuff 
or due to overinflation of the cuff. In the only published 
series of patients presenting with prehospital placement 
of the King LT (S)-D (King Systems; Noblesville, IN), 7 of 
9 trauma patients ultimately underwent tracheostomy 
in the OR due to concerns for concomitant facial trauma, 
observed upper airway edema, or failed attempts at direct 
laryngoscopy.93

On occasion, prehospital personnel will perform a blind 
nasotracheal intubation in the spontaneously ventilating 
trauma patient. Successful exchange of this nasotracheal 
tube on arrival to the ED is consistently easier in compari-
son with the SGA. Nasotracheally placed tubes in the field 
are usually a result of the prehospital providers not being 
credentialed for drug-facilitated intubation. As a result, 
most of these patients have not had laryngoscopy per-
formed and therefore are less likely to have airway edema 
from intubation attempts. Again, in this scenario, it is pru-
dent to facilitate the intubation with muscle relaxation and 
adequate sedation/anesthesia prior to attempting laryn-
goscopy. A video laryngoscope is preferred as it allows for 
an expanded view of the glottis with visualization of the 
nasotracheal tube prior to removal of the nasal tube. Simple 
exchange under direct or video visualization with an oral 
ETT is usually all that is required. Once again, it cannot be 
overemphasized that a bougie be readily available in these 
situations for rapid placement into the glottis with various 
sized ETTs readily available. If one is unable to adequately 
visualize the glottis with laryngoscopy, it is recommended 
that the nasotracheal tube be left in place for a period to 
allow for either a controlled tracheostomy or swelling to 
improve and an exchange for an oral tube made later.!

Resuscitation from Hemorrhagic 
Shock

Resuscitation refers to restoration of normal physiology 
after injury. Resuscitation from hemorrhagic shock refers 
specifically to restoration of normal circulating blood vol-
ume, normal vascular tone, and normal tissue perfusion. 
Resuscitation begins immediately after injury, via the 
patient’s own compensatory mechanisms, and continues 
through the prehospital, ED, OR, and ICU phases of care.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF HEMORRHAGIC SHOCK

During massive hemorrhage an imbalance occurs between 
systemic oxygen delivery and oxygen consumption. Blood 
loss leads to hemodynamic instability, coagulopathy, 

decreased oxygen delivery, decreased tissue perfusion, and 
cellular hypoxia. The initial response to hemorrhage takes 
place on the macrocirculatory level and is mediated by the 
neuroendocrine system. Decreased arterial blood pressure 
leads to vasoconstriction and release of catecholamines to 
preserve blood flow to the heart, kidney, and brain, whereas 
other regional beds are constricted. Pain, hemorrhage, and 
cortical perception of traumatic injuries lead to the release 
of hormones and other inflammatory mediators, includ-
ing renin, angiotensin, vasopressin, antidiuretic hormone, 
growth hormone, glucagon, cortisol, epinephrine, and nor-
epinephrine.95 This response sets the stage for the microcir-
culatory response that follows.

Individual ischemic cells respond to hemorrhage by tak-
ing up interstitial fluid, thus further depleting intravascular 
fluid.96 Cellular edema may choke off adjacent capillaries 
and result in the no-reflow phenomenon, which prevents 
reversal of ischemia even in the presence of adequate mac-
roperfusion.97 Ischemic cells produce lactate and free radi-
cals, which accumulate in the circulation if perfusion is 
diminished. These compounds cause direct damage to the 
cell and form the bulk of the toxic load that washes back 
to the central circulation when flow is reestablished. Isch-
emic cells also produce and release inflammatory factors—
prostacyclin, thromboxane, prostaglandins, leukotrienes, 
endothelin, complement, interleukins, tumor necrosis fac-
tor, and others.98 Fig. 66.6 shows the generalized inflam-
matory response to shock, with an emphasis on immune 
system amplification. This inflammatory response, once 
begun, becomes a disease process independent of its origin. 
Such alterations lay the foundations for subsequent devel-
opment of multiple organ failure, a systemic inflammatory 
process that leads to dysfunction of different vital organs 
and accounts for high mortality rates.99

Specific organ systems respond to traumatic shock in spe-
cific ways. The CNS is the prime trigger of the neuroendo-
crine response to shock, which maintains perfusion to the 
heart, kidney, and brain at the expense of other tissues.100 
Regional glucose uptake in the brain changes during 
shock.101 Reflexes and cortical electrical activity are both 
depressed during hypotension; these changes are revers-
ible with mild hypoperfusion but become permanent with 
prolonged ischemia. Failure to recover preinjury neurologic 
function is a marker for a poor prognosis, even when nor-
mal vital signs are restored.102

The kidney and adrenal glands are prime responders to 
the neuroendocrine changes associated with shock and 
produce renin, angiotensin, aldosterone, cortisol, eryth-
ropoietin, and catecholamines.103 The kidney maintains 
glomerular filtration in the face of hypotension by selec-
tive vasoconstriction and concentration of blood flow in 
the medulla and deep cortical area. Prolonged hypotension 
leads to decreased cellular energy and an inability to con-
centrate urine (renal cell hibernation), followed by patchy 
cell death, tubular epithelial necrosis, and renal failure.104

The heart is preserved from ischemia during shock 
because of maintenance of or even an increase in nutrient 
blood flow, and cardiac function is well preserved until the 
late stages. Lactate, free radicals, and other humoral factors 
released by ischemic cells all act as negative inotropes and, 
in a bleeding patient, may produce cardiac dysfunction as 
the terminal event in the shock spiral.105 A patient with 
cardiac disease or direct cardiac trauma is at great risk for 
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decompensation because a fixed stroke volume inhibits the 
body’s ability to increase blood flow in response to hypovo-
lemia and anemia. Tachycardia is the patient’s only option, 
with potentially disastrous consequences on the oxygen 
supply-demand balance in the heart. Therefore shock in 
older patients may be rapidly progressive and not respond 
predictably to fluid administration.106

The lung is the filter for the inflammatory by-products of 
the ischemic body. Immune complex and cellular factors 
accumulate in pulmonary capillaries and lead to neutrophil 
and platelet aggregation, increased capillary permeabil-
ity, destruction of lung architecture, and acute respiratory 
distress syndrome (ARDS).107,108 The lung is the sentinel 
organ for the development of multiple organ dysfunction 
(MOD) in a patient with traumatic shock.109,110 Pure hem-
orrhage, in the absence of hypoperfusion, does not produce 
pulmonary dysfunction.111 Traumatic shock is obviously 
more than just a hemodynamic disorder.

The gut is one of the earliest organs affected by hypoper-
fusion and may be one of the prime triggers of MOD. Intense 
vasoconstriction occurs early and frequently leads to a no-
reflow phenomenon, even when the macrocirculation is 
restored.112 Intestinal cell death causes a breakdown in the 
barrier function of the gut that results in increased translo-
cation of bacteria to the liver and lung, thereby potentiating 
MOD and ARDS.113

The liver has a complex microcirculation and may expe-
rience reperfusion injury during recovery from shock.114 
Hepatic cells are also metabolically active and contribute to 
the ischemic inflammatory response and to irregularities in 

blood glucose.115 Failure of synthetic function of the liver 
after shock is almost always lethal.

Skeletal muscle is not metabolically active during shock 
and tolerates ischemia better than do the other organs. 
The large mass of skeletal muscle, though, makes it impor-
tant in the generation of lactic acid and free radicals from 
ischemic cells. Sustained ischemia of muscle cells leads to 
an increase in intracellular sodium and free water, with an 
aggravated depletion of fluid in the vascular and interstitial 
compartments.116

More recently, there appears to be a role for endothelial 
injury in the pathophysiology of hemorrhagic shock. The 
endothelium is one of the “largest” organs in the body with a 
surface area of up to 5000 m2.117 Under normal conditions 
the endothelium is anticoagulated by a number of natural 
anticoagulant systems including the negatively charged 
luminal surface layer, the glycocalyx, which is rich in 
heparinoids and interacts with antithrombin.118 As noted 
earlier, increasing injury severity and shock lead to high 
catecholamine levels which can directly injure the endothe-
lium.119 This is evidenced by an increase in syndecan-1 lev-
els, a marker of endothelial glycocalyx degradation.120,121 
The release of heparin-like substances in the glycocalyx 
may also contribute to endogenous heparinization and 
the coagulopathy of trauma (discussed in the next sec-
tion).122-124 The net effect of this endothelial injury results 
in glycocalyx shedding, breakdown of tight junctions with 
capillary leakage, and a pro-coagulant microvasculature 
that further reduces oxygen delivery due to increased tissue 
pressure and microvascular thrombosis.!
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Fig. 66.6 The “shock cascade.” Ischemia of any given region of the body will trigger an inflammatory response that will impact nonischemic organs 
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ACUTE TRAUMATIC COAGULOPATHY

During resuscitation from hemorrhagic shock, attention 
must also be directed to avoidance or correction of coagu-
lopathy. In patients with identical injury severity scores 
(ISS), the presence of coagulopathy is associated with at 
least a twofold to fourfold increase in mortality125,126; thus 
current resuscitation strategies focus on coagulopathy and 
shock during the initial and subsequent resuscitation. The 
presence of trauma-induced coagulopathy—defined as a 
“multifactorial, global failure of the coagulation system to 
sustain adequate hemostasis after major trauma”—has an 
endogenous component linked to hypoperfusion and tissue 
injury referred to as acute traumatic coagulopathy (ATC).127 
A proposed mechanism for the development of ATC is endo-
thelial activation of protein C secondary to the traumatic 
inflammatory response described earlier.128 Activated pro-
tein C (APC) is generated by thrombomodulin-thrombin 
complex production as a result of tissue hypoperfusion. APC 
inactivates factors Va and VIIIa, and in combination with 
the reduction in thrombin availability for fibrin formation, 
supports the development of ATC.129 Additionally, degrada-
tion of the endothelial glycocalyx as a result of hypoperfu-
sion may play a supporting role in ATC.130

By clinical definition, ATC starts with the early presence 
of reduced clot strength as demonstrated by viscoelastic 
monitoring and changes in laboratory-based coagulation 
testing associated with an increase in mortality and likeli-
hood of receiving a massive transfusion.131 Davenport and 
colleagues131 proposed a clot amplitude threshold of less 
than 35 mm at 5 minutes using rotational thromboelas-
tometry (ROTEM) (Tem Innovations, Munich, Germany) 
analysis, which predicted the subsequent need for a massive 
transfusion with a detection rate of 77% and false-positive 
rate of 13% (see also Chapter 50). Similar results have been 
obtained using RapidTEG (Haemonetics, Niles, IL) visco-
elastic testing.132 Laboratory-based coagulation testing is of 
limited utility in early detection of ATC because of time con-
siderations. However, Frith and associates found patients 
with a prothrombin ratio of greater than 1.2 on admis-
sion to have larger transfusion requirements and increased 
mortality.133 Regardless of the means used to detect coag-
ulopathy in the severely traumatized patient undergoing 
resuscitation for hemorrhagic shock, the resuscitation itself 
should include consideration for early treatment of ATC.

In addition to the described cascade, hyperfibrinolysis 
occurs in some of the more severely injured patients and 
contributes to ATC.134-136 The mechanism behind this early 
fibrinolysis is not clearly understood but may be related to 
hypoperfusion-induced APC formation resulting in the 
consumption of plasminogen activator inhibitor. The latter 
normally serves to downregulate tissue plasminogen acti-
vator, which promotes fibrin clot degradation. The reported 
incidence of hyperfibrinolysis varies significantly based on 
the methods and cutoffs used to diagnose fibrinolysis, but its 
presence is clearly associated with the increased mortality 
and transfusion requirements seen with ATC.!

ASSESSMENT OF THE HEMOSTATIC SYSTEM

Given the importance of coagulopathy in the severely 
injured trauma patient, assessment of the hemostatic sys-
tem is essential in the early phases of management. This 

is best accomplished by collecting and integrating infor-
mation from the four pillars of perioperative coagulation 
monitoring: (1) medical history, (2) clinical presentation, 
(3) standard laboratory-based coagulation tests, and (4) 
viscoelastic monitoring.137

Obtaining a focused patient medical history is one of the 
key pieces for the evaluation of the individual bleeding risk. 
In some settings, standardized assessments and specific ques-
tionnaires can be deployed to raise sensitivity and specificity, 
resulting in superior detection of hemostasis issues compared 
to routine coagulation studies alone.138 The assessment of 
the clinical phenotypes of bleeding is critical for the differen-
tial diagnosis and enables the clinician to differentiate and 
semi-quantify the underlying coagulation disorder in a very 
simple and quick fashion. The clinical assessment also helps 
to put in context abnormal coagulation studies, so that clini-
cal interventions are not based on laboratory values alone. 
The clinical assessment aims to differentiate whether the 
cause of bleeding is “surgical” or “nonsurgical.” The latter 
is characterized by a more diffuse pattern. Standard labora-
tory coagulation tests typically include prothrombin time, 
international normalized ratio, activated partial thrombo-
plastin time, and platelet count. In some institutions, other 
laboratory values such as fibrinogen levels, factor XIII, and 
thrombin time may be part of a routine laboratory coagula-
tion battery. Standard coagulation tests alone play a limited 
role in the initial diagnostic steps of patients with deranged 
hemostasis due to trauma. When used in isolation, the stan-
dard tests come with significant limitations regarding the 
detection of extent and origin of a given patient’s coagu-
lopathy. These tests allow only the determination of certain 
questions and are of restricted value. The key restrictions of 
standard coagulation tests are: delayed results in a dynamic 
situation, lack of validation, and inability to detect both 
hyperfibrinolysis and hypercoagulability. A recent meta-
analysis concluded that standard plasma coagulation tests 
represent historically established parameters that are not 
fully supported by evidence for the management of periop-
erative coagulopathic bleeding.139 This is where viscoelastic 
monitoring as the fourth pillar of perioperative coagulation 
assessment brings added value. Viscoelastic coagulation 
monitoring devices like RapidTEG and ROTEM assess the 
whole coagulation process from initial thrombin generation 
to maximum clot formation up to clot lysis.140 In contrast to 
the standard laboratory coagulation tests, TEG and ROTEM 
have been better validated for the diagnosis of coagulopa-
thy in trauma patients.141,142 These tests can significantly 
improve the coagulation assessment and management of a 
given patient; and they may reduce unnecessary adminis-
tration of procoagulant substances such as platelets, fresh 
frozen plasma (FFP), and coagulation factor concentrates. 
The rapid turnaround for results may further enable the 
anesthesiologist to distinguish between a surgical cause of 
bleeding and trauma-associated coagulopathy.!

GENERAL APPROACH TO RESUSCITATION

Fluid administration is the cornerstone of resuscitation (see 
also Chapters 47 and 86). Intravascular volume is lost to 
hemorrhage, uptake by ischemic cells, and extravasation 
into the interstitial space. Administration of intravenous 
fluids will predictably increase cardiac output and arterial 
blood pressure in a hypovolemic trauma patient. The ATLS 
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curriculum initially advocated rapid infusion of up to 2 L 
of warmed isotonic crystalloid solution in any hypotensive 
patient, with the goal of restoring normal arterial blood 
pressure. More recently, this has been revised to recognize 
the importance of a balanced resuscitation with elimination 
of the emphasis on a more aggressive approach. The cur-
rent recommendation suggests initiation of resuscitation 
with 1 L of crystalloid and earlier use of blood and blood 
products for patients in shock.33

The change in ATLS recommendations recognizes that 
aggressive crystalloid fluid resuscitation during active hem-
orrhage may be counterproductive. Dilution of red cell mass 
reduces oxygen delivery and contributes to hypothermia 
and coagulopathy. Increased arterial blood pressure may 
lead to increased bleeding because of disruption of clots and 
reversal of compensatory vasoconstriction.143 The result of 
aggressive fluid administration is often a transient increase 
in arterial blood pressure, followed by increased bleeding, 
another episode of hypotension, and the need for more vol-
ume administration. This vicious circle has been recognized 
since the First World War and remains a complication of 
resuscitation therapy today. The ATLS manual characterizes 
such patients as “transient responders” with active, ongo-
ing hemorrhage.33 Resuscitation of these patients should be 
considered in the following three phases (Table 66.2):
  

!$!  Phase 1, Uncontrolled Hemorrhage: ongoing active 
bleeding with focus on damage control with pragmatic 
resuscitation;

!$!  Phase 2, Controlled Hemorrhage: major bleeding sources 
under control with focus on goal-directed and tailored 
management of coagulopathy and resuscitation;

!$!  Phase 3, Restoration of Physiology: hemorrhage has 
been fully controlled with focus on end-organ perfusion 
and optimization of physiologic state.

  

Managing late resuscitation (phase 3) is driven by end-
point targets and consists of giving enough fluid to optimize 
oxygen delivery. Early resuscitation (phase 1) is much more 
complex because the risks associated with aggressive intra-
vascular volume replacement (Box 66.5), including the 
potential for exacerbating hemorrhage and prolonging the 
crisis, must be weighed against the risk for hypoperfusion 
and ischemia. These phases do not always have distinct 
transitions and tend to occur as gradual transitions from 
initial presentation to the OR and ultimately to the ICU.

Phase 1: Uncontrolled Hemorrhage
During the initial phase of management, the goal in trauma 
patients with massive hemorrhage requiring an emergent 
surgical procedure in the OR is to stop the bleeding as soon 
as possible. In this setting, there is little opportunity to per-
form additional studies, await test results, or evaluate for 
perioperative optimization. The role of the anesthesia team 
is to help achieve hemostasis as quickly as possible, while 
bridging the patient’s physiologic status to allow for surgi-
cal stabilization. In phase 1, the general approach employs 
the concept of damage control resuscitation (DCR). DCR 
combines an empiric hemostatic resuscitation strategy in 
combination with permissive hypotension during surgi-
cal or angioembolization control of ongoing hemorrhage. 
In combination with surgical approaches incorporating 
damage control techniques, the initial goal of controlling 

TABLE 66.2 Phases of Major Traumatic Resuscitation

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

Clinical status !Ŷ! !Life-threatening uncontrolled  
hemorrhage

!Ŷ! !Ongoing hemorrhage—not  
immediately life-threatening—partial 
surgical control

!Ŷ! !Hemorrhage controlled

Clinical priorities !Ŷ! !STOP THE BLEEDING
!Ŷ! !Call for HELP
!Ŷ! !Control airway, FiO2 1.0
!Ŷ! !Damage control resuscitation
! Ŷ! !SBP <100 mm Hg
! Ŷ! !MAP 50-60 mm Hg
! Ŷ! !Consider modifications if TBI,  

carotid stenosis, CAD

!Ŷ! !TAILORED RESUSCITATION
!Ŷ! !Place supportive lines (arterial/CVC)
!Ŷ! !Prevent hypothermia
! Ŷ! !Esophageal temperature  

probe
! Ŷ! !Warmed fluids
! Ŷ! !Warming blankets (upper/lower)
! Ŷ! !Increase room temperature

!Ŷ! !RESTORE PHYSIOLOGY
!Ŷ! !Rapid intravascular filling
!Ŷ! !Stepwise deepening of  

anesthesia
! Ŷ! !Fentanyl boluses
! Ŷ! !Increased volatile anesthetics
!Ŷ! !Additional lines (urinary cath-

eter, nasogastric tube)
!Ŷ! !Communicate with all team 

members and ICU

Blood products !Ŷ! !Activate MTP
!Ŷ! !Consider emergency  

(uncrossmatched blood products
!Ŷ! !Early use
!Ŷ! !Empiric 1:1:1 ratio (PRBC:FFP:platelets)

!Ŷ! !Viscoelastic monitoring to guide 
coagulation products

!Ŷ! !Hb to guide red blood cell  
transfusion

!Ŷ! !Only as required on testing
!Ŷ! !Deactivate MTP when  

appropriate

Crystalloids/colloids !Ŷ! !Cautious use !Ŷ! !Use for hypovolemia with normal 
coagulation/Hb

!Ŷ! !User serial lactate/BD to guide  
fluid requirements

!Ŷ! !Attempt to normalize  
lactate/BD

Special points !Ŷ! !Consider CaCl2 1 g for every three PRBC
!Ŷ! !Large bore IV access (>16 G) or CVC
!Ŷ! !Rapid infusing system
!Ŷ! !Avoid vasoconstrictors

!Ŷ! !Consider cell salvage if appropriate
!Ŷ! !Aim to repeat viscoelastic testing  

every 30 min
!Ŷ! !Consider TEE for difficult cases

!Ŷ! !Consider vasoactive infusions  
if appropriate/necessary

BD, Base deficit; CAD, coronary artery disease; CVC, central venous catheter; FFP, fresh frozen plasma; FiO2, fraction inspired oxygen; Hb, hemoglobin; ICU, inten-
sive care unit; IV, intravenous; MAP, mean arterial pressure; mm Hg, millimeters of mercury; MTP, massive transfusion protocol; PRBC, packed red blood cells; 
SBP, systolic blood pressure; TBI, traumatic brain injury; TEE, transesophageal echocardiography
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hemorrhage, physiologic stabilization, and correction of 
coagulopathy allows for more definitive surgical interven-
tions later.

Permissive Hypotension. In the setting of trauma, “per-
missive” rather than “deliberate” hypotension is contro-
versial and has been the focus of numerous laboratory and 
clinical research efforts. Deliberate hypotensive manage-
ment is an accepted standard of anesthetic care for elec-
tive surgical procedures such as total joint replacement, 
spinal fusion, radical neck dissection, reconstructive facial 
surgery, and major pelvic or abdominal procedures.144 Tol-
erating some degree of hypotension in the trauma patient 
during or prior to control of hemorrhage has been more 
controversial.

In 1965, Shaftan and colleagues145 published the results 
of a study of coagulation in dogs that demonstrated that 
the formation of a soft extraluminal clot limits bleeding 
after arterial trauma. This study compared the quantity of 
blood lost from a standardized arterial injury under a vari-
ety of conditions. The least blood loss occurred in hypoten-
sive animals (whether hypotensive from hemorrhage or 
from administration of a vasodilator), followed by the con-
trol group and then vasoconstricted animals. The largest 
amount of blood was lost in animals that underwent vigor-
ous reinfusion during the period of hemorrhage.

Laboratory data have shown the benefits of limiting intra-
vascular fluid volumes and blood pressure in actively hem-
orrhaging animals.146-149 In the most sophisticated models, 
direct assessment of cardiac output and regional perfusion 
showed no difference between moderate-volume or large-
volume resuscitation in terms of cardiac output, arterial 
blood pressure, or regional perfusion of the heart, kidneys, 
and intestines. Burris and co-workers150 studied both con-
ventional resuscitation fluids and various combinations of 
hypertonic saline and dextran and found that rebleeding 
was correlated with higher mean arterial pressure (MAP) 
and that survival was best in groups resuscitated to lower 
than normal MAP. The optimum target blood pressure for 
resuscitation varied with the composition of the fluid used. 
A 1994 consensus panel on resuscitation from hemor-
rhagic shock noted that mammalian species are capable of 
sustaining MAP as low as 40 mm Hg for periods as long as 
2 hours without deleterious effects. The panel concluded 
that spontaneous hemostasis and long-term survival were 
maximized by reduced administration of resuscitation fluids 

during the period of active bleeding to keep perfusion only 
just above the threshold for ischemia.151

Hypotensive resuscitation has increasingly been accepted 
as a component of early DCR to avoid excessive adminis-
tration of fluid until control of active hemorrhage has been 
achieved. This strategy uses less fluids and blood products 
during the early stages of treatment for hemorrhagic shock 
compared with the standard of care.152 Hypotensive resus-
citation has also been shown to be feasible and safe during 
early resuscitation of trauma patients in the prehospital 
and hospital settings.154-157 Early trials suggested outcomes 
were improved in patients with penetrating trauma155,156 
with no evidence for worsened outcomes in those with 
blunt trauma.157

Initial work by Bickell and colleagues in 1994 randomized 
victims of penetrating torso trauma to one of two treatment 
groups: standard of care (up to 2 L of crystalloid infused in the 
prehospital setting) or delayed resuscitation (no fluid until the 
patient reached the OR).155 This well-managed 37-month 
study eventually included 598 patients. Average times of 
transport and care were 30 minutes from injury to the ED and 
then 50 minutes before reaching the OR; the fluid-restricted 
group received an average of about 0.8 L of fluid during this 
time. The immediate-resuscitation group received an aver-
age of 2.5 L of crystalloid and 130 mL of blood over this same 
period. Although substantially different during the period of 
study, blood pressure on arrival at the OR was similar in both 
groups, which the authors took as evidence that the unre-
suscitated group had achieved spontaneous hemostasis. Sur-
vival to hospital discharge in the delayed-resuscitation group 
was significantly improved over the immediate-resuscitation 
group (70% vs. 62% [P < .04]). No data were presented on 
the conduct of anesthesia after arrival at the OR, but before 
control of hemorrhage, or on the incidence of rebleeding after 
volume loading and induction of anesthesia in patients who 
had achieved hemostasis preoperatively.

A retrospective review of trauma admissions to the Los 
Angeles Medical Center published in 1996 supported these 
findings. Patients brought to the hospital by private con-
veyance fared substantially better than those delivered by 
paramedics, even with high levels of injury severity.156 Fur-
ther corroboration was provided by retrospective examina-
tion of outcomes in a population of hemorrhaging trauma 
patients who received fluids via a commercial rapid infusion 
system (RIS, Haemonetics, Niles, IL) during initial resuscita-
tion.158 The survival rate of this group was compared with 
that predicted by the institution’s trauma registry. Patients 
who received fluid by the rapid infusion system, when com-
pared with case-matched controls, had a survival rate of 
only 56.8% versus 71.2% for patients of similar age with 
similar injuries (P < .001).

This retrospective review was followed in 2002 by the 
second prospective trial of delayed resuscitation in trauma 
patients.157 Patients with systolic blood pressure lower than 
90 mm Hg and clinical evidence of blood loss were random-
ized to fluid resuscitation titrated to a systolic blood pressure 
of 100 mm Hg (normal group) or 70 mm Hg (study group) 
until the end of surgical interventions to control hemor-
rhage. The results of this study are summarized in Table 
66.3. As in the Bickell study, hypotension allowed spon-
taneous resolution of hemorrhage and autoresuscitation; 
blood pressure would increase without exogenous fluid 

Increased blood pressure
Decreased blood viscosity
Decreased hematocrit
Decreased clotting factor concentration
Greater transfusion requirement
Disruption of electrolyte balance
Direct immune suppression
Premature reperfusion
Increased risk for hypothermia

BOX 66.5 Risks of Aggressive Volume 
Replacement during Early Resuscitation

Most complications of volume resuscitation arise from increased hemor-
rhage volume or excessive hemodilution.
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administration once hemostasis was achieved. The typi-
cal patient began with a low initial pressure, followed by 
recovery to the vicinity of the target, overshoots and under-
shoots as bleeding and fluid administration continued, and 
an eventual rise above the target when the hemorrhage 
resolved, even in the absence of further fluid administration 
(Fig. 66.7). The 93% overall survival rate in this study was 
more frequent than predicted from historical data and sub-
stantially more frequent than seen in Bickell’s group. This 
reflects the exclusion of patients who died in the prehospital 
phase or arrived at the trauma resuscitation unit in a mori-
bund condition. It may also reflect improvements in over-
all care, an observation effect (i.e., patients in both groups 
received better care than did patients not in the study), or 
a bias in subject recruitment. Over the first 24 hours, lac-
tate and base deficit cleared to normal in both groups and 
required similar amounts of fluid and blood products, thus 
suggesting that both groups were reaching an equivalent 
resuscitation endpoint. The authors concluded that admin-
istration of fluids to an actively hemorrhaging patient 
should be titrated to specific physiologic endpoints, with the 
anesthesiologist navigating a course between the Scylla of 
increased hemorrhage and the Charybdis of hypoperfusion.

In a more recent study, Morrison and colleagues com-
pared a hypotensive resuscitative strategy targeting a MAP 
of 50 mm Hg to one targeting a MAP of 65 mm Hg with 
conventional resuscitation for patients requiring emergent 
surgery.152 In a preliminary report, they found that patients 
in the hypotensive resuscitation group had a lower, early 
postoperative mortality, a reduced incidence of coagulop-
athy, and lower mortality related to coagulopathy. Sub-
sequently, this study was terminated early for futility and 
clinical equipoise with no significant survival advantage 
and similar rates of coagulopathy, renal failure, and infec-
tion between the low (50 mm Hg) and high (65 mm Hg) 
MAP target groups.159 Of note, this study excluded blunt 
trauma patients included in the preliminary report.152 
Despite not identifying a difference in major outcomes, the 
authors did make several interesting observations. First, the 
need for vasopressors use in the first hour of surgery was 
greater in the high MAP group. Although this group also 
received more fluid, it was not statistically significant. Sec-
ond, the intraoperative MAP was not significantly different 
between the low and high MAP groups (65.5 ± 11.6 mm 
Hg vs. 69.1 ± 13.8 mm Hg, P = .07, respectively). Taken in 
combination with available data and experience, the cur-
rent consensus at major trauma centers is to allow for hypo-
tensive resuscitation in the setting of DCR barring specific 
caveats discussed below. While the optimal arterial blood 
pressure remains controversial, a reasonable approach is to 
target a systolic pressure of less than 100 mm Hg with MAP 
between 50 to 60 mm Hg.160

As a component of intraoperative management, the effect 
of anesthetic drugs on the body’s response to hemorrhage 
is an important difference between deliberate hypotension 
occurring in the elective operative setting and hemorrhagic 
shock occurring in the ED. Trauma patients who are hyper-
tensive receive a minimum of anesthetics, even for induc-
tion of anesthesia, because of the obvious effect of these 
drugs on arterial blood pressure. A hypotensive trauma 
patient is thus in a state of profound vasoconstriction, 
as opposed to a patient undergoing elective intraopera-
tive hypotension who is vasodilated by general anesthesia 
before any blood loss. Table 66.4 summarizes the physio-
logic contrasts between these two states. It should be noted 
that blood loss without shock does not produce systemic 

TABLE 66.3 Results of a Randomized Trial of Deliberate 
Hypotensive Resuscitation

Conventional Hypotensive Total

Patients enrolled 55 55 110

Male 46 41 87

Blunt trauma 22 31 53

Penetrating trauma 33 24 57

Injury severity score 19.65 23.62 (P = .11)

Predicted survival 0.94 0.90 (P = .19)

SBP during study period 114 100 (P < .001)

Survived to discharge 51 51

Died 4 4

Probability of survival was calculated based on published historical data.
SBP, Systolic blood pressure.
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Fig. 66.7 Typical systolic blood pressure measurements of a patient 
undergoing damage control surgery for a grade V liver injury during 
deliberate hypotensive management. Oscillations of blood pressure 
are common during early resuscitation as a result of ongoing hemor-
rhage and bolus fluid administration. Once hemorrhage is controlled, 
blood pressure will stabilize.

TABLE 66.4 Differences in Presentation Between 
Surgical Patients Undergoing Elective Deliberate 
Hypotension and Emergency Trauma Cases

Aspect Elective Trauma

Intravascular volume Euvolemic Hypovolemic

Temperature Normal Likely hypothermic

Capillary beds Dilated Constricted

Level of general anesthesia Deep Usually light

Preexisting mental status Normal May be impaired

Coexisting injuries None May be significant

Comorbid conditions Known and  
managed

Unknown

Each of these factors produces a real or perceived contraindication to the use 
of deliberate hypotensive technique in the trauma patient.
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complications such as ARDS in experimental models.111 
Based on this physiology, the recommended goals for early 
resuscitation are expressed in Box 66.6, and an algorithm 
for management is presented in Figure 66.2. The emphasis 
in this situation must be on rapid diagnosis and control of 
ongoing hemorrhage; vascular volume should be restored 
and anesthesia provided together by shifting the patient 
from a vasoconstricted to a vasodilated state while facili-
tating hemostasis by maintenance of a decreased arterial 
blood pressure.

Clinical trials of permissive hypotensive resuscitation 
have avoided the application of this technique to popula-
tions perceived to be at greater risk for ischemic compli-
cations,155,157 including patients with known ischemic 
coronary disease, older patients, and those with injuries to 
the brain or spinal cord. The prohibition against hypotension 
in patients with TBI is especially well established because 
of the observed disparity in outcome between TBI patients 
who experience hypotension and those who do not.161,162 
Older trauma patients suffer worse outcomes from simi-
lar injuries than younger patients, presumably because of 
their reduced physiologic reserve.163 Clinical care of these 
patients is focused on avoidance of ischemic stress and rapid 
correction of hypovolemia. It may well develop, however, 
that permissive hypotensive management to enable rapid 
control of hemorrhage is equally beneficial in vulnerable 
populations. No clinical trials to date have been conducted 
on this subject, but a laboratory study did find a benefit of 
permissive hypotension in animals with both TBI and hem-
orrhagic shock.164 Absent convincing evidence in humans, 
permissive hypotension in older patients or patients with 
brain injury should generally be avoided.!

Hemostatic Resuscitation. As discussed earlier, man-
agement of the early coagulopathy associated with trauma 
must be incorporated into the overall phase 1, Uncontrolled 
Hemorrhage DCR strategy—often referred to as a hemostatic 
resuscitation. Little utility is found in targeting endpoints of 
resuscitation in the face of ongoing hemorrhage. Life-threat-
ening coagulopathy is one of the most serious complications 
of patients in profound shock from massive hemorrhage and 
is generally predictable at an early stage.165

Because of evidence that severely injured trauma 
patients are likely to develop an early and aggressive endog-
enous coagulopathy separate from later loss and dilution of 

clotting factors compounded from hypothermia and acido-
sis,126,128,166 the practice of hemostatic resuscitation has 
become commonplace in the most severely injured patients 
with shock and ongoing hemorrhage. This entails the early 
and aggressive use of hemostatic products combined with 
red blood cells (RBCs) as the primary resuscitation fluids to 
avoid rapid deterioration into the “bloody vicious cycle” and 
the classic lethal triad of hypothermia, acidosis, and coagu-
lopathy.167 Two very distinct paradigms of hemostatic 
resuscitation have emerged: (1) the DCR model, which uses 
preemptive administration of empiric ratios of blood and 
hemostatic products to approximate whole blood, often 
according to an established institutional massive transfu-
sion protocol (Fig. 66.8)168-170; and (2) goal-directed hemo-
static resuscitation approaches (also often protocol based), 
which generally use point-of-care viscoelastic monitoring 
combined with the prompt administration of hemostatic 
concentrates.171-173 The DCR model is typically employed 
during phase 1, Uncontrolled Hemorrhage, with a transi-
tion to more goal-directed hemostatic resuscitation during 
phase 2, Controlled Hemorrhage.

In addition to the use of permissive hypotension and lim-
ited crystalloid usage, DCR relies on the administration of 
empiric ratios of blood and hemostatic products to restore 
blood volume. In a retrospective review of combat casual-
ties, Borgman and colleagues174 found a mortality rate of 
65% in patients receiving less than 1 unit plasma for every 
4 units RBCs, but only 20% in those with a ratio of 1:2 or 
above. Evidence exists of a survivor bias because patients 
bleeding more rapidly were likely to die after receiving RBCs 
but before plasma could reach the bedside. Although the 
issue of a survivor bias does exist, this approach has been 
substantiated in published reviews.174,175 Currently a ratio 
of 1:1:1 is most commonly adopted, although some experts 
believe that the amount of FFP can be reduced in most 
cases. In the only major, randomized trial comparing a 
1:1:1 ratio with a 1:1:2 ratio of plasma, platelets, and RBCs, 
respectively, the transfusion of less plasma and platelets 
was not associated with a difference in mortality although 
the 1:1:1 group achieved hemostasis more rapidly and had 
fewer deaths due to exsanguination by 24 hours.176

In addition to the hypocoagulability associated with 
ATC, fibrinolysis is especially deleterious in severely injured 
trauma patients and carries an associated mortality well 
upward of 50%.177,178 Many patients with primary fibrino-
lysis from severe hemorrhagic shock may never survive to 
reach the ICU. The Clinical Randomisation of an Antifibro-
lytic in Significant Haemorrhage 2 trial is the only class I 
evidence showing a 30-day survival benefit for a resusci-
tative therapy including tranexamic acid (TXA).179 Sub-
group analysis showed that the benefit was greatest when 
therapy was instituted within 1 hour of admission. A subse-
quent analysis, however, showed that mortality increased 
when therapy was instituted after 3 hours, suggesting that 
the risks of therapy outweighed the benefits in patients 
who survived beyond that timeframe.180 Many resuscita-
tive protocols for massive hemorrhage now include the 
early administration of TXA based on this and subsequent 
studies.181

Other potential drugs that may play a role in hemo-
static resuscitation include recombinant activated human 
coagulation factor VII (rFVIIa), prothrombin complex 

Maintain systolic blood pressure of 80-100 mm Hg
Maintain hematocrit of 25%-30%
Maintain prothrombin time and partial thromboplastin time in 

normal ranges
Maintain platelet count at greater than 50,000 per high-power 

field
Maintain normal serum ionized calcium
Maintain core temperature higher than 35°C
Maintain function of pulse oximeter
Prevent increase in serum lactate
Prevent acidosis from worsening
Achieve adequate anesthesia and analgesia

BOX 66.6 Goals for Early Resuscitation

Fluid administration to limit hypoperfusion is balanced against an unde-
sirable increase in blood pressure and thus bleeding.
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concentrates (PCCs), and fibrinogen concentrates. rFVIIa 
is licensed for the treatment of patients with hemophilia 
with active or anticipated hemorrhage and known anti-
bodies to factor VIII. The observation of rapid hemosta-
sis in this population led to the anecdotal use of rFVIIa in 
other congenital and acquired coagulopathies, including 
the dilutional coagulopathy of traumatic hemorrhage. 
Factor VIIa in pharmacologic doses works by triggering a 
burst of thrombin on the surface of platelets activated by 
exposed tissue factor, which produces rapid clot forma-
tion. Because tissue factor is required, coagulation is lim-
ited to the site of vascular injury, and inappropriate clotting 
of uninjured organs or vessels, though an acknowledged 
risk, occurs at only low frequency.182 One small placebo-
controlled trial of rFVIIa in hemorrhaging trauma patients 
has demonstrated decreased blood loss, decreased transfu-
sion requirements, and improved outcome,183 although a 
large, randomized trial failed to show a mortality benefit.184 
In combination with an increased risk for thromboembolic 
adverse events,185 this lack of clear efficacy has contributed 
to decreased utilization of rFVIIa as an empiric therapy in 
the management of the bleeding trauma patient.

Experience with PCCs in clinical practice is limited. PCC 
has been used for many years for the treatment of congeni-
tal coagulation disorders and is recommended for reversing 
oral anticoagulation, particularly in the setting of trau-
matic intracranial hemorrhage. PCCs contain coagulation 
factors II, VII, IX, and X. Differences exist among products 

in the concentrations of these factors and other constitu-
ents, including heparin, protein C, and protein S, so results 
obtained with one product may not be obtained with a dif-
ferent formulation. Fibrinogen concentrates also may have 
a role in a hemostatic resuscitation for the patient with a 
coagulopathy with low levels of fibrinogen.186-188!
Phase 2, Controlled Hemorrhage
Once major aspects of bleeding have been controlled, a 
more individualized, tailored approach to resuscitation can 
generally be employed by the anesthesia team. In phase 2, 
there should be increased utilization of point-of-care test-
ing such as arterial blood gas and other laboratory test 
results, viscoelastic monitoring parameters, and physi-
ologic data to drive decision-making. Assessment of oxygen 
delivery and adequacy of perfusion can start to incorpo-
rate some targeted resuscitation measures such as lactate 
and base deficit. Use of other monitoring modalities such 
as transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) or transtho-
racic echocardiography (TTE) may be useful in quantify-
ing and guiding the need for further intravascular volume 
replacement.

While surgical bleeding may be corrected at this time, 
the depth and duration of shock in combination with mul-
tisystem trauma may still contribute to coagulopathy. This 
will require ongoing assessment such as serial evaluations 
with viscoelastic coagulation monitoring. Transition from 
empiric replacement of FFP and platelets toward a more 
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Fig. 66.8 Example of a massive transfusion protocol using specified ratios of blood products. CBC, Complete blood count; EBL, estimated blood 
loss; FAST, focused assessment with sonography for trauma; FFP, fresh frozen plasma; Hct, Hematocrit; HR, heart rate; INR, international normalized ratio; 
OR, operating room; PT, prothrombin time; PTT, partial thromboplastin time; RBCs, red blood cells; SBP, systolic blood pressure.
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tailored approach can be accomplished using an algorithm 
(Fig. 66.9) to guide specific product selection and limit 
exposure to unnecessary blood products.

Additionally, during this time, attention to other physi-
ologic considerations can proceed. For example, hypother-
mia is commonly present on initial presentation. During 
phase 1, all attempts should be made to initiate active fluid 
and surface warming although it is difficult to fully correct 
during a massive resuscitation. During phase 2, additional 
measures can be instituted as the focus shifts from control 
of hemorrhage to stabilization of all physiologic processes.!
Phase 3, Restoration of Physiology
Box 66.7 summarizes endpoints for late resuscitation, and 
Fig. 66.10 presents an algorithm for management. Intrave-
nous fluid administration is an integral, mandatory compo-
nent. The adequacy of resuscitation should not be judged 
by the presence of normal vital signs, but by restoration of 
organ and tissue perfusion. The role of the anesthesiologist-
intensivist is to recognize the presence of ongoing shock 
after traumatic hemorrhage and to resuscitate the patient 
with the appropriate type and amount of fluids intrave-
nously at the appropriate time.

Late resuscitation begins once bleeding is definitively 
controlled by surgery, angiography, or the passage of time. 
The goal at this time is to restore normal perfusion to all 
organ systems while continuing to support vital functions. 
Hypoperfusion caused by hemorrhagic shock triggers a pre-
dictable cascade of biochemical events that will cause phys-
iologic derangements persisting long after adequate blood 
flow is restored. The extent of hypoperfusion—the depth 
and duration of shock—dictates the magnitude of subse-
quent organ system failure. Unfortunately, traditional vital 

sign markers such as arterial blood pressure, heart rate, 
and urine output are insensitive to the adequacy of resus-
citation. Occult hypoperfusion syndrome is common in 
postoperative trauma patients, particularly young ones.189 
This syndrome is characterized by a normal blood pressure 
maintained by systemic vasoconstriction, decreased intra-
vascular volume and cardiac output, and organ system 
ischemia. The patient will be at frequent risk for MOD if the 
hypoperfusion is not promptly corrected.

The search for the optimal endpoints of resuscitation 
has led to several different hemodynamic, acid-base, and 
regional perfusion targets. Table 66.5 summarizes modali-
ties that are available to gauge the adequacy of resusci-
tation, along with the shortcomings of each technique. 
Although the flow of blood to tissue beds is a determinant of 
tissue perfusion, pressure should also be an important con-
sideration. The left ventricular stroke work index is a vari-
able that accounts for both flow and pressure. Furthermore, 
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Fig. 66.9 Example of a rotation thromboelastometry (ROTEM) treatment algorithm for use in trauma. CT, Clotting time; FFP, fresh frozen plasma; MCF, 
maximum clot firmness; ML, maximum lysis. (Courtesy of San Francisco General Hospital and Trauma Center. (From Steurer M, Chang T, Lancman B. Anesthe-
sia for trauma. In: Pardo M, Miller RD, eds. Basics of Anesthesia. 7th ed. Philadelphia: Elsevier; 2018:724 [Chapter 42].)

Maintain systolic blood pressure higher than 110 mm Hg
Maintain hematocrit above individual transfusion threshold
Normalize coagulation status
Normalize electrolyte balance
Normalize body temperature
Restore normal urine output
Maximize cardiac output by invasive or noninvasive measurement
Reverse systemic acidosis
Document decrease in lactate to normal range

BOX 66.7 Goals for Late Resuscitation

Fluid administration should be continued until adequate systemic perfu-
sion is restored.
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left ventricular power output has been used to quantify left 
ventricular performance. These indices were compared 
with purely flow-derived hemodynamic and oxygen trans-
port variables as markers of perfusion and outcome in 
critically injured patients during resuscitation.190 A con-
secutive series of 111 patients were monitored with a volu-
metric pulmonary artery catheter during the first 48 hours 
of resuscitation. The ability to clear lactate in less than 24 
hours and survival were studied. Survivors exhibited sig-
nificantly higher stroke work and left ventricular power 
output than did nonsurvivors. In addition to heart rate, 
these were the only variables that were significantly related 
to lactate clearance and survival. The higher stroke work 
and left ventricular power output in survivors were related 
to better ventricular-arterial coupling and therefore more 
efficient cardiac function.

Monitoring resuscitation with invasive monitors is grad-
ually changing to noninvasive approaches that assess the 
return of adequate metabolism, respiration, and oxygen 
transport in peripheral tissue beds. One such technique is 
tissue oxygen monitoring (skin, subcutaneous tissue, or 
skeletal muscle). Skeletal muscle blood flow decreases early 
in the course of shock and is restored later during resuscita-
tion, thus making the skeletal partial pressure of oxygen a 
sensitive indicator of decreased flow.191,192 Stroke volume 
variation, the change in arterial pressure driven by the respi-
ratory cycle, is emerging as another less invasive measure 
of fluid volume status; increased variation in arterial pres-
sure during positive-pressure ventilation is a reliable predic-
tor of decreased intravascular volume.193 Inadequate tissue 
perfusion, as indicated by these specific monitors or by the 
traditional systemic markers of serum lactate, base deficit, 

HEMORRHAGE
CONTROLLED

MAXIMIZE CARDIAC OUTPUT
 PA catheter
 Fluid bolus

Maintain volume status, blood composition, and cardiac output
Consider inotropic therapy

Return to early
resuscitation

 RESUSCITATION
 COMPLETE?
SBP ≥ 100 mm Hg
HR ≥ 100/minute
pH ! 7.40
Lactate normal
Urine output adequate
Hct ≥ 25%
PT ≤ 14

Ongoing hemorrhage?
(Missed injury?)

Resuscitation complete?

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Finished

HEMORRHAGE
CONTROLLED

MAXIMIZE CARDIAC OUTPUT
 PA catheter
 Fluid bolus

Maintain volume status, blood composition, and cardiac output
Consider inotropic therapy

Fig. 66.10 Algorithm for management of late hemorrhagic shock. Hct, Hematocrit; HR, heart rate; PA, pulmonary artery; PT, prothrombin time; SBP, 
systolic blood pressure.
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and decreased pH, must be treated promptly once ongoing 
hemorrhage is controlled. The rate at which lactate returns 
to normal after shock is strongly correlated with outcome; 
failure to normalize within 24 hours is associated with a 
greater risk for MOD and eventual death.189,194!

RESUSCITATION FLUIDS

Isotonic crystalloids (normal saline, lactated Ringer solu-
tion, Plasma-Lyte A) are the initial resuscitative fluids 
administered to any trauma patient (see also Chapter 47). 
They have the advantage of being inexpensive, readily 
available, nonallergenic, noninfectious, and efficacious in 
restoring total body fluid. They are easy to store and admin-
ister, they mix well with infused medications, and they can 
be rapidly warmed to body temperature. Disadvantages of 
crystalloids include their lack of oxygen-carrying capacity, 
their lack of coagulation capability, and their limited intra-
vascular half-life. Of note, data have implicated specific 
crystalloid solutions as immunosuppressants and triggers 
of cellular apoptosis.195 Unlike necrosis, apoptosis is highly 
regulated and involves gene modulation and complex path-
ways of signal transduction. It seems clear that apopto-
sis is an important element of reperfusion injury. In a rat 
model of controlled hemorrhage, animals receiving lactated 
Ringer solution showed an immediate increase in apopto-
sis in the liver and small intestine after resuscitation.196 
Neither whole blood nor hypertonic saline increased the 
amount of apoptosis.

Hypertonic saline solutions, with or without the addi-
tion of polymerized dextran (HS or HSD), have been exten-
sively studied in resuscitation from hemorrhagic shock.197 
In theory, HS will draw fluid into the vascular space from 
the interstitium and thereby reverse some of the nonhem-
orrhagic fluid loss caused by shock and ischemia. A given 
amount of HS will thus have an enhanced ability to restore 
intravascular volume in contrast to an equivalent vol-
ume of an isotonic solution. This has made HS a popular 

choice for fluid resuscitation under austere conditions. HSD 
is licensed for prehospital use in some European countries 
and is used for resuscitation by units of the U.S. military. 
Multiple studies of otherwise lethal hemorrhage in ani-
mals have demonstrated improved survival after resuscita-
tion with HSD versus either normal saline solution or the 
components of HSD alone. Studies of the efficacy of HSD in 
trauma patients have been inconclusive198; the most obvi-
ous benefit occurred in a subset of polytraumatized patients 
with both hemorrhage and TBI, in whom improved neuro-
logic status was demonstrated in those who received HSD 
as a resuscitation fluid. Indeed, HS is commonly used as an 
osmotic agent in the management of TBI with increased 
ICP.199

Colloids, including starch solutions and albumin, have 
been advocated for rapid plasma intravascular volume 
expansion. Like crystalloids, colloids are readily available, 
easily stored and administered, and relatively inexpen-
sive. As with hypertonic solutions, colloids will increase 
intravascular volume by drawing free water back into the 
vascular space. When intravenous access is limited, col-
loid resuscitation will restore intravascular volume more 
rapidly than crystalloid infusion will and at a lower volume 
of administered fluid. Colloids do not transport oxygen or 
facilitate clotting; their dilutional effect will be similar to 
that of crystalloids. Systematic reviews continue to show no 
benefit of colloids over crystalloids in the setting of trauma 
resuscitation,200 although this topic continues to gener-
ate significant controversy and would benefit from several 
well-conducted, randomized trials.201 Recent concerns, 
however, have been expressed about specific colloids such 
as 6% hetastarch and an adverse effect on renal function 
and mortality (see also Chapter 49).202-204

Many of the risks of aggressive intravascular fluid admin-
istration just summarized are related to dilution of the circu-
lating blood volume. Recognition of this fact and continued 
improvement in the safety of donated blood led to increased 
use of blood products in the management of early hemor-
rhagic shock (see also Chapter 49). The risk for systemic 
ischemia is decreased by the maintenance of an adequate 
hematocrit, and the potential for dilutional coagulopathy 
can be decreased by the early administration of plasma. The 
composition of resuscitation fluids may be as important as 
the rate and timing of administration. A 4-year retrospec-
tive review of a cohort of critically injured patients who 
underwent emergency surgery examined the outcomes of 
short-term care based on the number of units of blood trans-
fused.205 One hundred forty-one patients received massive 
blood transfusions (%20 units of RBCs) during preoperative 
and intraoperative resuscitation. The number of blood units 
did not differ between survivors (30%) and nonsurvivors 
(70%). Eleven variables were significantly different: aortic 
clamping for control of arterial blood pressure, use of ino-
tropic drugs, time with a systolic blood pressure higher than 
90 mm Hg, time in the OR, temperature less than 34°C, 
urine output, pH lower than 7.0, PaO2/FiO2 ratio less than 
150, PaCO2 more than 50 mm Hg, K+ more than 6 mM/L, 
and calcium less than 2 mM/L. Of these, the presence of the 
first three variables in the face of transfusion of more than 
30 units of packed RBCs was invariably fatal. Total blood 
loss and the amount of transfused blood were less critical 
than the depth and duration of shock. These concerns led 

TABLE 66.5 Modalities for Assessment of Systemic 
Perfusion

Technique Shortcomings

Vital signs Will not indicate occult hypoperfusion

Urine output May be confounded by intoxication, 
diuretic therapy, circadian variation, 
or renal injury

Systemic acid-base status Confounded by respiratory status

Lactate clearance Requires time to obtain laboratory 
result

Cardiac output Requires placement of a pulmonary 
artery catheter, or use of noninvasive 
technology

Mixed-venous oxygenation Difficult to obtain, but a very accurate 
marker

Gastric tonometry Requires time to equilibrate, subject to 
artifact

Stroke volume variation Requires an arterial line; may not be 
accurate in severe shock

Tissue oxygenation Emerging technology, appears beneficial
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to the concept of damage control surgery discussed earlier, 
which emphasizes rapid control of active hemorrhage.206

RBCs are the mainstay of treatment of hemorrhagic 
shock. With an average hematocrit of 50% to 60%, a unit 
of RBCs will predictably restore oxygen-carrying capacity 
and expand intravascular volume as well as any colloid 
solution. RBCs of blood type A, B, or AB carry major incom-
patibility antigens that may precipitate a lethal transfusion 
reaction if given to a patient with the opposite blood type. 
Because RBCs also carry dozens of minor antigens that can 
cause reactions in susceptible patients, crossmatching is 
desirable when time allows (typically 1 hour from the time 
a sample reaches the blood bank until the RBCs reach the 
patient). Type-specific blood requires less time for delivery 
from the blood bank (usually &30 minutes) and may be an 
appropriate alternative in some situations. Type O blood—
the universal donor type—can be given to patients of any 
blood type with little risk for a major reaction.207 This is 
the preferred approach for patients who arrive at the ED in 
hemorrhagic shock. If O-positive blood is given to a Rhesus-
negative woman who survives, prophylactic administra-
tion of anti-Rh0 antibody is indicated.

Risks of RBC administration include transfusion reac-
tion, transmission of infectious agents, and hypothermia 
(see also Chapter 49 for details). For example, RBCs are 
stored at 4°C and will decrease the patient’s temperature 
rapidly if not infused through a warming system at the time 
of administration.

Plasma requires blood typing but not crossmatching; 
delay in availability of plasma is caused by the need to thaw 
frozen units before they can be administered. Busy trauma 
hospitals will often maintain a supply of prethawed plasma 
(thawed fresh plasma as opposed to FFP) that can be issued 
quickly in response to an emergency need; in smaller hospi-
tals it is important to request plasma early in resuscitation 
if it is likely to be needed. Very busy centers are experiment-
ing with keeping 2 to 4 units of prethawed type AB (uni-
versal donor) plasma available in the trauma resuscitation 
unit. Units are kept ready in this way for 2 days at a time; 
if not used on an emergency basis, the units are returned 
to the blood bank and released to the next patient needing 
plasma. Whether this approach improves outcomes has not 
yet been studied.

Platelet transfusion should normally be reserved for 
patients with clinical coagulopathy with a documented 
low serum level (>50,000 per high-power field). When the 
patient is in shock, however, and blood loss is likely to be 
substantial, platelets should be empirically administered in 
proportion to RBCs and plasma (1:1:1), as discussed earlier 
for DCR. Transfused platelets have a very short serum half-
life and should be administered only to patients with active 
coagulopathic bleeding. Platelets should not be adminis-
tered through filters, warmers, or rapid infusion systems 
because they will bond to the inner surfaces of these devices, 
thereby reducing the quantity of platelets actually reaching 
the circulation.

Rapid transfusion of banked blood carries the risk for 
inducing citrate intoxication in the recipient.208 Harvested 
blood units are treated with citrate to bind free Ca2+ and 
thus inhibit the clotting cascade. Consecutive administra-
tion of multiple units of banked blood leads to a correspond-
ingly large dose of citrate, which may overwhelm the body’s 

ability to mobilize free Ca2+ and have a profound negative 
inotropic effect on the heart. Unrecognized hypocalcemia is 
a cause of hypotension in patients after massive transfusion 
and persists despite an adequate volume of resuscitation. 
Ionized Ca2+ levels should be measured at regular intervals 
in a hemorrhaging patient, and Ca2+ should be adminis-
tered as needed (in a separate intravenous line from trans-
fusion products) to maintain serum levels greater than 1.0 
mmol/L.!

RESUSCITATION EQUIPMENT

Intravascular fluid resuscitation of any kind is impossible in 
the absence of intravenous access. Immediate placement of 
at least two large-bore catheters (16 gauge or larger) is rec-
ommended during the primary assessment of any trauma 
patient.33 Practitioners should have a low threshold for 
placement of a large-caliber central line in any patient in 
whom antecubital or other peripheral placement attempts 
have been unsuccessful. Potential sites for central line 
placement include the internal jugular, subclavian, and 
femoral veins, each of which has its own benefits and poten-
tial risks. The internal jugular approach, though familiar 
to most anesthesiologists, will require removal of the cer-
vical collar and manipulation of the patient’s neck and is 
not recommended in the acute setting unless other options 
have been exhausted. The femoral vein is easily and rapidly 
accessed and is an appropriate choice in patients without 
apparent pelvic or thigh trauma who require urgent drug 
or fluid administration. Caution should be used in patients 
with penetrating trauma to the abdomen because fluids 
infused via the femoral vein may contribute to hemorrhage 
from an injury to the inferior vena cava or iliac vein; these 
patients should have intravenous access placed above the 
diaphragm if possible. Femoral vein catheterization carries 
a high risk for the formation of deep venous thrombosis,209 
thus limiting use of this approach to the acute setting. 
Femoral lines should be removed as soon as possible after 
the patient’s condition stabilizes. The subclavian vein is the 
most common site for early and ongoing central access in 
a trauma patient because the subclavian region is easily 
visible and seldom directly traumatized. This approach car-
ries the highest risk for the development of pneumothorax, 
although many patients will already have indications for 
tube thoracostomy in one or both chest cavities; when pos-
sible, this is the preferred side for placement of a subclavian 
line. Placement of an arterial line facilitates frequent labora-
tory analysis and allows close monitoring of blood pressure; 
this should be undertaken as soon as possible but should 
not impede other diagnostic or therapeutic maneuvers.

The anesthesiologist should work to maintain thermal 
equilibrium in any trauma patient. Although deliberate 
hypothermia has been suggested as a management strat-
egy for both hemorrhagic shock210 and TBI,211 insufficient 
evidence exists to support this approach. Hypothermia 
will potentiate dilutional coagulopathy and systemic aci-
dosis while shivering and vasoconstriction in response to 
cold will demand an additional metabolic effort that may 
predispose the patient to myocardial ischemia. Hypother-
mia also greatly increases the subsequent risk for sepsis. 
Because many trauma patients arrive at the ED cold from 
exposure to the elements, early active warming measures 
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are required. All IV fluids should be prewarmed or infused 
through a warming device. The patient should be kept cov-
ered with warmed blankets whenever possible, and the 
environment should be kept warm enough to make the 
patient comfortable. If hypothermia has already developed, 
the use of forced hot air warming is strongly indicated to 
restore normothermia. Even though all these measures are 
routine and obvious in the OR, the anesthesiologist can per-
form a valuable service by ensuring that they are available 
and applied in the ED, CT scanner, and angiography suite 
as well.

Commercial rapid-infusion devices are of great benefit in 
trauma care, particularly in the presence of hemorrhagic 
shock. These machines offer benefits when large quantities 
of fluid resuscitation are likely (Box 66.8). Early experience 
with these devices demonstrated higher patient tempera-
ture and reduced acidosis at the conclusion of the initial 
surgery,212 although rapid infusers may contribute to over 
infusion of fluids, inappropriately increased arterial blood 
pressure, and contribute to rebleeding.158 Application of 
the principles described earlier for permissive hypotension 
can prevent this complication; basal fluid administration 
should be kept low (200-500 mL/h), with fluid boluses 
given in response to measured systolic blood pressure less 
than 80 to 90 mm Hg. In practice, fluid boluses are given 
alternately with anesthetics, with the goal of reaching a 
normal depth of anesthesia without significantly increas-
ing systolic arterial blood pressure until active bleeding is 
controlled.!

Trauma to the Central Nervous 
System

CNS trauma accounts for almost half of all trauma deaths 
after trauma center admission and as indicated by post-
mortem examinations in population-based analyses (see 
also Chapter 57).213,214 In the United States, 2.8 million 
TBI-related ED visits, hospitalizations, and deaths occurred 
in 2013.215 Although not as prevalent, acute traumatic 
SCI also remains a significant problem.216 As with hem-
orrhagic shock, CNS trauma consists of both the primary 
injury, in which tissue is disrupted by mechanical force, 
and a secondary response, in which the body’s reaction to 
the injury plays an important role. Mitigation of secondary 

CNS injury depends on prompt diagnosis and early, goal-
directed therapy. Although primary CNS injuries cannot be 
minimized other than with preventive strategies, secondary 
injury accounts for much of the death and disability that fol-
lows trauma.217 The initial management of these patients 
can significantly affect outcome. Attention to the ABCDE 
approach is paramount to successful resuscitation, and the 
trauma anesthesiologist should be intimately involved in 
this process.

Trauma produces shear forces that result in primary 
damage to neuronal cell bodies and axons, and to the vas-
culature. The pathophysiologic processes of secondary 
injury include metabolic failure, oxidative stress, and a cas-
cade of biochemical and molecular events leading to both 
delayed necrotic and apoptotic cell death.217 Secondary 
injury is often exacerbated by tissue hypoxia or ischemia 
and by inflammatory responses, and outcomes from TBI are 
influenced by a large number of interacting factors. Indi-
vidual drugs such as free radical scavengers, antiinflamma-
tory agents, and ion channel blockers have been effective in 
animals but have had little impact or yielded disappointing 
results in human trials. Long-term outcome cannot be pre-
dicted from TBI; thus full resuscitative efforts should be ini-
tiated and continued, even in the most severely injured. In a 
recent review of the Trauma Registry of the German Society 
for Trauma Patients looking at over 50,000 patients, out-
come prediction was most accurate using the GCS motor 
score and pupil reactivity. In patients with bilateral fixed 
and dilated pupils, a good outcome was still seen in 8% of 
patients.218

Patients with mild TBI (GCS score of 13-15) who main-
tain a stable GCS score for 24 hours after injury are very 
unlikely to deteriorate further, although they are at risk for 
several postconcussive effects, including headache, mem-
ory loss, emotional lability (including aggressive behavior 
and violence), and sleep disturbance.219 Moderate TBI (GCS 
score of 9-12) may be accompanied by intracranial lesions 
that require surgical evacuation, and early CT is strongly 
indicated. Early tracheal intubation, mechanical ventila-
tion, and close observation may be required in the manage-
ment of patients with moderate TBI because of combative 
or agitated behavior and the potentially catastrophic con-
sequences of respiratory depression or pulmonary aspira-
tion occurring during diagnostic evaluation. Extubation 
of the trachea can be undertaken if the patient is hemo-
dynamically stable and appropriately responsive after the 
diagnostic workup. Treatment of secondary brain injury 
is accomplished by early correction and subsequent avoid-
ance of hypoxia, prompt intravascular fluid resuscitation, 
and management of associated injuries. The timing of indi-
cated noncranial surgery in these patients with moderate 
injury not requiring decompressive craniectomy is highly 
controversial because early surgery can increase the epi-
sodes of hypoxia and hypotension.220

Neurologic monitoring of patients with moderate TBI 
consists of serial assessment of consciousness and motor 
and sensory function (see also Chapter 39). Deterioration 
of the GCS score is an indication for urgent CT to establish 
the need for craniotomy or invasive monitoring of ICP. If 
frequent neurologic monitoring is not possible because of 
general anesthesia continuing longer than 2 hours, aggres-
sive analgesia, or prophylaxis against delirium tremens, 

An active mechanical pump enables fluid administration rates up 
to 1500 mL/min

Compatible with crystalloid, colloid, packed red blood cells, 
washed salvaged blood, and plasma (not platelets)

Reservoir allows for mixing of products in preparation for rapid 
blood loss

Fluids infused at a controlled temperature (38°C-40°C)
Able to pump simultaneously through multiple intravenous lines
Fail-safe detection systems to prevent infusion of air
Accurate recording of fluid volume administered
Portable enough to travel with patient between units

BOX 66.8 Benefits of a Fluid Infusion 
System in Resuscitation from Hemorrhagic 
Shock
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invasive ICP monitoring may be indicated.162 Although 
mortality from moderate TBI is infrequent, many patients 
will have significant long-term morbidity.

Severe TBI is classified as a GCS score of 8 or less at the 
time of admission and carries a significant risk for mortal-
ity. Patients with severe TBI have mortality three times that 
of patients with other types of traumatic injury.221 Early, 
rapid management focused on restoration of systemic 

homeostasis and perfusion-directed care of the injured 
brain will produce the best possible outcomes in this diffi-
cult population. Guidelines for all aspects of the manage-
ment of patients with severe TBI have been published by 
the American Association of Neurological Surgeons and 
Brain Trauma Foundation, now in the fourth edition.222 
The clinical pathway in place at the R Adams Cowley Shock 
Trauma Center in Baltimore appears in Fig. 66.11.
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Fig. 66.11 Clinical pathway for management of severe traumatic brain injury. The goal of therapy is to maintain cerebral perfusion pressure 60 to 70 
mm Hg by support of the circulation and control of intracranial pressure. Progressively more intensive therapies are added until this goal is achieved. 
ABG, Arterial blood gas; BP, blood pressure; CBF, cerebral blood flow; CPP, cerebral perfusion pressure; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; CT, computed tomogra-
phy; DVT, deep venous thrombosis; Hct, hematocrit; ICP, intracranial pressure; IVC, intraventricular catheter.
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A single episode of hypoxemia (PaO2 < 60 mm Hg) 
occurring in a patient with severe TBI can double the inci-
dence of mortality.223 Prehospital tracheal intubation, 
nonetheless, is controversial. Previously, intubation of 
the trachea before arriving at the hospital was advocated 
because providing a definitive airway allowed adequate 
oxygen to be delivered to the brain, benefiting the patients. 
Yet worsened neurologic outcomes have been described 
with attempts at prehospital tracheal intubation in adult 
trauma patients.224,225 The first prospective trial of prehos-
pital intubation, conducted in urban Australia, random-
ized patients with severe TBI—defined as evidence of head 

trauma and GCS of less than 9—to intubation by paramed-
ics in the field or by physicians on the arrival to hospital.226 
Of 312 patients, the proportion with favorable outcome 
was 51% in the paramedic group, compared to 39% in the 
hospital tracheal intubation group (P = .046). Because 
no international standard or consensus exists, the patient 
should be transported as rapidly as possible to a facility 
capable of managing severe TBI or to the nearest facility 
capable of tracheal intubation of the patient and initiation 
of systemic resuscitation. The sine qua non is adequacy of 
systemic oxygenation, by whatever means this can best be 
accomplished.
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The patient with TBI will frequently require periopera-
tive monitoring to include ICP, brain temperature, arte-
rial pressure, cerebral oxygenation, and other advanced 
monitoring techniques (see also Chapter 39). ICP may be 
monitored with an intraparenchymal probe or intraven-
tricular catheter and should be maintained at less than 20 
mm Hg. A variety of monitoring devices have been used to 
assess adequacy of cerebral oxygenation, including jugu-
lar venous oxygen saturation, positron emission tomog-
raphy, near-infrared spectroscopy, and direct brain tissue 
oxygenation (PbtO2) monitoring.227 Brain tissue hypoxia 
may be corrected by increasing FiO2, blood transfusion, 
inotropic support, or sedation, if increased ICP results in 
decreased cerebral blood flow.228-231 Small studies suggest 
an improvement in Glasgow Outcome Score and mortality 
with brain oxygen–targeted strategies, but no overall con-
sensus exists.

Finally, patients with severe TBI are also at risk for non-
CNS organ failure. A retrospective review of patients with 
isolated TBI found a frequent incidence of subsequent 
organ failure: 89% developed dysfunction of at least one 
non-neurologic organ system. Takotsubo cardiomyopa-
thy may develop in the setting of severe TBI and lead to 
severe myocardial dysfunction in the patient with brain 
injury.232 The reasons for development include interplay 
between the neuroendocrine system and the injured brain. 
A catecholamine surge that occurs after TBI may mani-
fest as subendocardial ischemia, leading to biventricular 
heart failure, even in young, previously healthy patients. 
This cycle may be exacerbated during OR procedures when 
vasoactive drugs might be administered. '-Adrenergic 
blockade may be protective in human studies in patients 
with brain injuries. Retrospective database reviews have 
indicated improved neurologic outcome and reduced 
morbidity and mortality in patients receiving peri-injury 
'-adrenergic blockade although the quality of evidence is 
not high.233-236

TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY AND CONCOMITANT 
TRAUMA

Patients with isolated head injuries can be managed with 
traditional ventilatory strategies, but those with chest 
trauma, aspiration, or massive resuscitation after shock 
are at high risk for the development of ARDS. The clas-
sic teaching of no or low-level positive end-expiratory 
pressure (PEEP) to prevent increased ICP is inappro-
priate because hypoxemia may not be corrected. With 
adequate intravascular volume resuscitation, PEEP does 
not increase ICP or decrease cerebral perfusion pressure 
(CPP)237 and may actually decrease ICP as a result of 
improved cerebral oxygenation.238 Patients who develop 
ARDS after TBI are at risk for cerebral hypoxia.239 A 
double-hit model has been proposed as the cause of ARDS 
secondary to CNS trauma—severe TBI leads to a systemic 
inflammatory response, which then primes the lungs to be 
more susceptible to injurious ventilator strategies or other 
mediators of lung injury. ARDS and cardiac insufficiency 
after TBI may lead to compromised systemic oxygenation 
and therefore a decrease in cerebral oxygen delivery.240 
Hyperventilation therapy (e.g., at a PaCO2 of 25 mm Hg), 
long a mainstay in the management of patients with TBI, 

is no longer recommended as a prophylactic treatment. 
A range of PaCO2 between 30 and 35 mm Hg should 
be induced with hyperventilation to 30 mm Hg only for 
episodes of increased ICP that cannot be controlled with 
sedatives, drainage of cerebrospinal fluid, neuromuscular 
blockade, osmotic drugs, or barbiturate coma.161 Hyper-
ventilation during the first 24 hours is of concern because 
of the critical reductions in perfusion during this time-
frame. However, these recommendations should be taken 
in context and modified in the face of unstable clinical cir-
cumstances such as an expanding mass lesion or signs of 
imminent herniation.241

The most challenging of all trauma patients are those 
with severe TBI and coexisting hemorrhagic shock. A single 
episode of hypotension, defined as systolic blood pressure 
lower than 90 mm Hg, is associated with an increase in 
morbidity and doubled mortality after severe TBI.242 Hypo-
tension together with hypoxia increases mortality 30-fold. 
Current recommendations are to maintain a patient with 
severe TBI in a euvolemic state. Therefore fluid resuscitation 
is the mainstay of therapy, followed by vasoactive infusions 
as needed. The ideal fluid has not been defined, but perhaps 
hypertonic saline solutions are optimal. Correction of ane-
mia from acute blood loss is the priority; however, an opti-
mal target hematocrit has not been defined. Animal models 
and healthy human subjects support maintaining a hemo-
globin lower than 7 g/dL because impaired brain function 
may occur with lower values, yet a hemoglobin lower than 
10 g/dL may be detrimental to recovery from TBI.243 At this 
time it is not clear what optimal transfusion trigger should 
be used (see also Chapter 49). After the initial ABCDE man-
agement of a patient with severe TBI, a stepwise approach 
to maintenance of CPP is initiated, with a currently rec-
ommended goal range of 60 to 70 mm Hg, as discussed in 
Chapter 57.

Decompressive craniectomy is a surgical procedure used 
to control severely increased ICP and prevent herniation 
after stroke, and it is now used for the same indications after 
severe TBI.244 Decompressive craniectomy is indicated for 
selected anatomic patterns of TBI, such as when CPP can-
not be maintained despite vigorous application of the pre-
viously described therapies, including barbiturate coma. 
Relieving ICP by removal of a piece of cranium and use 
of a dural patch may improve mortality and morbidity in 
patients who might not otherwise survive.245 Decompres-
sive laparotomy may be indicated in patients with severe 
TBI if coexisting injuries or vigorous intravascular volume 
infusion have increased intraabdominal compartment 
pressure to greater than 20 mm Hg. Increased abdominal 
pressure worsens pulmonary mechanics, thus necessitat-
ing higher MAP to maintain arterial oxygen saturation. 
This increase in ventilating pressure will increase intratho-
racic pressure and impair venous drainage from the head 
and consequently decrease CPP. The use of decompressive 
celiotomy as a therapy to reduce ICP has been described246 
for managing patients with severe TBI and a potential mul-
tiple compartment syndrome.247 Fluid therapy, ARDS, 
or both may increase intraabdominal pressure and intra-
thoracic pressure, thereby increasing ICP. Further fluid 
administration to support cerebral perfusion or increasing 
ventilatory support to treat ARDS further exacerbates this 
problem. This can create a cycle that ultimately produces 
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multiple compartment syndrome and necessitates opening 
of the abdomen, even in the absence of primary abdomi-
nal trauma. Isolated TBI can thus become a multisystem 
disease.

Like hyperventilation therapy, the use of hypothermia to 
treat severe TBI has changed. Early studies demonstrated 
that moderate, systemic hypothermia reduces both the rate 
of cerebral edema and mortality after cortical injury in labo-
ratory animals.248,249 Small clinical series in humans also 
suggested improved outcome in patients with TBI when 
hypothermia was maintained for 24 or 48 hours.250,251 
However, a multicenter, randomized trial of hypothermia 
(33°C) versus normothermia demonstrated no improve-
ment in outcome in a population of patients with severe 
TBI.252 Patients who were hypothermic on admission and 
then were randomized to the normothermia group had a 
worse outcome than those who were left hypothermic, thus 
leading to the recommendation that patients with severe 
TBI who are hypothermic on admission not undergo active 
rewarming. Current Brain Trauma Foundation guide-
lines do not recommend early, short-term, prophylactic 
hypothermia.222!

MANAGEMENT OF INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE IN 
THE OPERATING ROOM

Although most interventions for management of a patient 
with severe TBI will occur in the ICU, urgent cranial or non-
cranial surgery can be indicated. The previously described 
therapies should be continued throughout the periopera-
tive period, including positional therapy (when possible), 
aggressive hemodynamic monitoring and resuscitation, 
administration of osmotic agents (with attention to main-
taining euvolemia), and deep levels of analgesia and seda-
tion. Appropriate anesthetic choices include opioids and 
low concentrations of volatile anesthetics. Pharmacologic 
management of TBI is the mainstay of the anesthesiolo-
gist’s role in the OR. Intraoperative management of ele-
vated ICP may be accomplished with osmotic diuretics or 
hypertonic saline. No difference was noted in long-term 
outcomes between mannitol and hypertonic saline on out-
comes at 6 months, although hypertonic saline may poten-
tiate small short-term improvements in cerebral blood flow 
and CPP.253,254 A meta-analysis of common drugs used in 
intraoperative management of patients with TBI, includ-
ing propofol, barbiturates, opioids, benzodiazepines, and 
corticosteroids, showed corticosteroids to be the only drug 
associated with an increase in mortality. The other drugs 
had acute benefit in reductions in ICP and sedation, but no 
appreciable long-term benefit.219,222!

SPINAL CORD INJURY

SCI after trauma affects some 13,000 Americans each 
year.216 Blunt trauma accounts for most of SCI: 36% from 
motor vehicle collisions and 42% from falls with only 4% 
from firearms. Cervical spine injuries occur in 1.5% to 3% 
of all major trauma. Over 50% of SCIs involve the cervi-
cal spine, usually between the C4 and C7 levels. Complete 
quadriplegia occurs in 11% of SCI cases. It is important to 
realize that more than 40% of trauma patients who have 
SCI may also have other significant injuries, including TBI.

Most spinal injuries are in the lower cervical spine, just 
above the thorax, or in the upper lumbar region, just below 
the thorax. Blunt SCI is most common in the regions of 
the cord that are most flexible, especially at the junctions 
between flexible and inflexible segments. The vertebral col-
umn is divided longitudinally into three columns: anterior, 
middle, and posterior; injuries to any two of these three 
columns suggest biomechanical instability. These are the 
patients who will often require urgent surgical stabiliza-
tion. Patients with unstable cervical spine injuries who 
meet criteria for emergency intubation should undergo 
rapid sequence induction (see section above on protection 
of the cervical spine). SCI at midthoracic levels is less com-
mon because of the rotational stabilization provided by the 
rib cage and intercostal musculature.

SCI is commonly accompanied by radiographically vis-
ible injury to the bony spine and concomitant disruption 
of the muscles, ligaments, and soft tissues that support it. 
However, clinically significant injury to the cervical spinal 
cord can occur in the absence of visible skeletal injury. This 
entity, known as SCI without radiographic abnormality 
(SCIWORA), is more common in children and is presum-
ably the result of temporary hyperdistraction or torsion of 
the neck insufficient to disrupt the bony skeleton.255

Primary injury to the spinal cord sustained at the time 
of injury may be exacerbated by secondary factors (Fig. 
66.12). The combination of biochemical changes, vas-
cular disruption, and electrolyte abnormalities can lead 
to cellular changes and worsening of SCI lesions up to 3 
days after injury.256 SCI includes sensory deficits, motor 
deficits, and both. Incomplete deficits may be worse on 
one side than the other and may improve rapidly in the 
first minutes after injury. Complete deficits—represent-
ing total disruption of the spinal cord at one level—are 
much more ominous, with generally little improvement 
seen over time. Spine injuries above the level of T4 to 
T6 are accompanied by significant hypotension because 
of inappropriate vasodilatation, loss of cardiac inotropy, 
and bradycardia resulting from denervation of the cardiac 
accelerator fibers (neurogenic shock). (Note the distinc-
tion between neurogenic shock and the incorrect term spinal 
shock, which refers to a loss of reflexes.) Functioning of the 
lower cord will gradually return, along with restoration of 
normal vascular tone. Diagnosing cervical spine instabil-
ity can be difficult. The Eastern Association for the Sur-
gery of Trauma has published guidelines regarding which 
patients require cervical spine radiographs, which views 
and studies should be obtained, and how to determine the 
absence of significant ligamentous injury in an obtunded 
patient.257 For the obtunded patient, a high-quality CT 
scan without evidence of cervical SCI is considered to 
be adequate for clearance although this is not univer-
sally accepted. Many institutions still require magnetic 
resonance imaging to rule out ligamentous injury in this 
patient population. The most commonly missed cervical 
fractures are at the C1 to C2 and C7 to T1 levels, usually 
the result of inadequate imaging.

Early intubation of the trachea is almost univer-
sally required for patients with cervical spine fracture 
and quadriplegia. Ventilatory support is almost always 
required for patients with a deficit above C4, because 
they will lack sufficient diaphragmatic function. Patients 
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with levels from C6 to C7 may need support because of 
impairment in respiratory muscle function resulting from 
(1) loss of chest wall innervation, (2) paradoxical respi-
ratory motion, (3) inability to clear secretions, and (4) 
decreased lung and chest wall compliance. Early tracheal 
intubation is recommended and, if elective, often can be 
accomplished by awake fiberoptic bronchoscopy or video 
laryngoscopy before hypoxia renders the patient anxious 
and uncooperative.258,259 Also, two retrospective studies 
have evaluated the need for tracheal intubation in patients 
with cervical SCI. Como and colleagues258 identified 119 
patients, 45 of whom had complete SCI. All patients with 
injuries at C5 and above required intubation, and 71% 
of these progressed to tracheostomy. A second study of 
178 patients with complete cervical SCI showed 70% of 
patients required tracheostomy, particularly those with 
an injury between C4 and C7.259 Spontaneous ventilation 
and extubation of the trachea are possible after surgical 
stabilization and resolution of neurogenic shock, although 
pneumonia is a common and recurrent complication that 
frequently necessitates tracheostomy to facilitate pulmo-
nary toilet.260

Although administration of a glucocorticoid steroid bolus 
in patients with blunt SCI and deficit was recommended, 
current guidelines suggest caution. Large-dose glucocor-
ticoid therapy has resulted in a small, but statistically sig-
nificant, improvement in neurologic level after SCI in two 
large multicenter trials: National Acute Spinal Cord Injury 
Study (NASCIS) II and III.261,262 However, the NASCIS 
results have been challenged for several reasons.263-265 The 
positive benefits seen with high-dose steroid administration 
were driven by results in a few subpopulations and were not 

present in a majority of patients. The improvement in spinal 
level seen after steroid administration has not been shown 
to lead to increased survival or improved quality of life, and 
the results have not been reproducible in other studies of 
acute SCI. Current recommendations by the American 
Association of Neurological Surgeons and the Congress of 
Neurological Surgeons state that there is no consistent or 
compelling medical evidence to justify the use of methyl-
prednisolone for acute SCI.266!

INTRAOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT OF SPINAL 
CORD INJURY

A patient about to undergo surgical reduction and fixation of a 
spinal column fracture presents challenges for the anesthesiol-
ogist. First and foremost is the need for intubation of the trachea 
in a patient with a known injury to the cervical spine. Direct 
laryngoscopy with in-line stabilization is appropriate in the 
emergency setting and in unconscious, combative, or hypox-
emic patients when the status of the spine is not known.267 Tra-
cheal intubation can occur in the OR, in an awake, alert, and 
cooperative patient by several methods known to produce less 
displacement of the cervical spine, presumably with less risk for 
worsening an unstable SCI. A common technique in current 
clinical practice is awake fiberoptic intubation. Although the 
nasal route is associated with an easier path to intubation in 
most patients, it can lead to an increased risk for sinusitis in the 
ICU if the trachea is not extubated at the end of the procedure. 
Oral intubation may be more challenging technically but will 
be of greater value if the patient remains mechanically venti-
lated. Blind nasal intubation, transillumination with a lighted 
stylet, and use of an intubating LMA, videolaryngoscopy, 
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Fig. 66.12 Mechanisms of spinal cord injury. Mechanical trauma to the spinal cord is exacerbated by systemic hypoperfusion or hypoxia. (Reprinted 
with permission from Dutton RP. Spinal cord injury. Int Anesthesiol Clin. 2002;40:109.)
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or any of a variety of other instrument systems for indirect 
laryngoscopy are acceptable. Again, in comparative studies 
of direct laryngoscopy, videolaryngoscopy, fiberoptic exami-
nation, blind nasal intubation, or cricothyrotomy in patients 
with known cervical cord or spine injuries, no difference is seen 
in neurologic deterioration with technique used and no clear 
evidence exists that direct laryngoscopy worsens outcome. Cli-
nicians are advised to use the equipment and techniques with 
which they are most familiar. The important concept is to suc-
cessfully achieve tracheal intubation while minimizing motion 
of the cervical spine and preserving the ability to assess neuro-
logic function after positioning.68

A patient with a partial deficit and visible spinal canal 
impingement on imaging studies is considered an emergency 
because of the potential for regaining neurologic function 
after decompression. Timing for surgery suggests that ear-
lier decompression may improve outcomes in some patients, 
particularly those with cervical injuries, although the exact 
timing remains controversial.268,269 Hemodynamic insta-
bility may complicate urgent and emergent spinal surgery. 
Hypotension from neurogenic shock is characterized by an 
inappropriate bradycardia resulting from loss of cardiac 
accelerator function and unopposed parasympathetic tone. 
However, this situation can be difficult to distinguish from 
hypotension resulting from acute hemorrhage, and a trial of 
fluid administration is still indicated, subject to the end points 
of resuscitation listed earlier. Once hemorrhage has been 
controlled or ruled out, patients who have maintenance of 
an increased MAP more than 85 mm Hg for 7 days after SCI 
may have improved functional recovery. This approach is 
highly controversial but remains a recommendation in treat-
ment according to published guidelines.270!

Orthopedic and Soft Tissue 
Trauma

Musculoskeletal injuries are the most frequent indication 
for operative management in most trauma centers (see also 
Chapter 64). Orthopedic trauma, like TBIs and SCIs, can be 
associated with long-term pain and disability. In addition to 
physical handicaps that these patients may endure, ortho-
pedic injuries incurred in both civilian and military settings 
lead to long-term psychological trauma.271-273 The length 
of many procedures, particularly in patients with multiple 
extremity injuries, necessitates attention to body position-
ing, maintenance of normothermia, fluid balance, and pres-
ervation of peripheral blood flow.

Timing of operative intervention in polytrauma patients 
with orthopedic injuries has been a topic of considerable 
academic and clinical discussion. Musculoskeletal injuries 
represent common injury patterns seen in patients with 
high-energy mechanisms of injury and are one of the more 
common reasons for operative intervention in the trauma 
population.274,275 Historically, injuries to the extremities 
in multisystem trauma patients who were too critically 
injured for definitive operative intervention were managed 
with traction and prolonged immobilization. These patients 
experienced high rates of pulmonary failure and prolonged 
mechanical ventilation, developed sepsis frequently, and 
had high mortality rates.276 Specifically, pulmonary 
complications have been a common occurrence in this 

population of trauma patients with nearly 30% of patients 
with multiple extremity injuries experiencing pulmonary 
morbidity. Therefore the goal of fracture management in 
the multisystem trauma patient revolves around restoring 
musculoskeletal anatomy that allows for mobilization, pul-
monary toilet, and adequate pain control.

In the patient with isolated extremity or hip fracture 
without polytrauma, the evidence remains clear that early 
definitive fracture care improves outcomes. In hip fracture 
patients, current U.S.277 and Canadian278 guidelines rec-
ommend surgery within 48 hours. Within the United King-
dom, surgery within 36 hours is a quality-of-care indicator 
although adherence to these guidelines is incomplete.279 
These recommendations may require revision as more 
recent work has consistently demonstrated an increasing 
complication rate for surgical procedures performed over 
24 hours after injury.280-283 In the most recent study look-
ing at the association between wait time and 30-day mortal-
ity, Pincus and associates examined the impact of wait time 
in hours on mortality and other complications including 
myocardial infarction, deep vein thrombosis, pulmonary 
embolism, and pneumonia.284 Among adults requiring hip 
fracture surgery, a wait time of 24 hours appears to be a 
threshold defining higher risk. The study population, how-
ever, did not include many patients with significant trauma 
(<1% of patients had an ISS %16) or multiple fractures 
(4.9%) making it impossible to directly apply these results 
to the polytrauma patient. Similarly, fixation of femur frac-
tures in patients with a lower ISS within 48 hours of injury 
is also associated with improved outcomes.285

SPECIFIC ORTHOPEDIC CONDITIONS

Hip fracture is a common, morbid, and costly event among 
older adults. Frequently, patients with isolated hip fracture 
present to the OR for urgent repair. Regional anesthesia is 
associated with decreased odds of inpatient mortality and 
pulmonary complications among patients with hip fracture 
in contrast to general anesthesia.286 A retrospective cohort 
of 18,158 patients undergoing surgery for hip fracture in 
126 hospitals showed that 5254 (29%) received regional 
anesthesia. Although unadjusted rates of mortality and car-
diovascular complications did not differ by anesthesia type, 
regional anesthesia was associated with decreased adjusted 
odds of mortality (odds ratio: .710, 95% confidence interval 
[CI] .541, .932, P = .014) and pulmonary complications 
(odds ratio: .752, 95% CI .637, 0.887, P < .0001) relative 
to general anesthesia.287

Dislocation of the hip is common after high-energy 
trauma and is frequently accompanied by fracture of the 
acetabulum. Whereas the fracture itself can be safely man-
aged on a delayed basis or nonoperatively, the dislocation 
is a medical emergency that must be promptly addressed if 
the patient is to have a good functional outcome. Failure 
to promptly diagnose and reduce a dislocated hip joint is 
a significant risk factor for avascular necrosis of the femo-
ral head. Reduction typically requires a very deep level of 
sedation, which may be facilitated by nondepolarizing neu-
romuscular blockade. For this reason, the anesthesiologist 
is commonly involved.288 Although a dislocated hip can be 
reduced in a spontaneously breathing sedated patient, an 
acutely injured patient is at high risk for aspiration of gastric 
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contents. Any patient who will be undergoing surgery soon 
(such as for an open long-bone fracture or exploratory lapa-
rotomy) can be tracheally intubated at the time of reduction 
and maintained with appropriate sedation and analgesia 
until reaching the OR. Other patients who may require 
intubation even for uncomplicated reductions include 
those who are inebriated or uncooperative, hemodynami-
cally unstable, or suffering from pulmonary dysfunction. 
Additionally, successful postoperative fracture reduction is 
more difficult to achieve in morbidly obese patients than in 
those with normal body mass index.289

Unlike acetabular fractures, fracture of the pelvic ring 
requires immediate recognition and management by the 
trauma team. Hemorrhage, even exsanguination, is com-
mon after a major pelvic ring fracture and is a leading 
contributor to early death after motor vehicle collisions. 
Bleeding occurs from multiply disrupted venous beds in the 
posterior pelvic bowl; if the pelvis is unstable, no anatomic 
barrier exists to continued expansion of this retroperitoneal 
bleeding. Surgical exploration by way of the peritoneum is 
usually unrewarding because the bleeding vessels are not 
easily accessed.290 In the past, therapy consisted of support-
ive volume resuscitation, external fixation of the unstable 
pelvis, and angiography. Despite this multidisciplinary 
approach, mortality remained frequent in these patients, 
partially because of the inability of angioembolization to 
control venous bleeding from the rich venous plexuses asso-
ciated with the most severe fractures. The technique of pre-
peritoneal packing has been adopted by many U.S. trauma 
centers. Preperitoneal packing via laparotomy is a rapid 
method for controlling pelvic fracture–related hemorrhage 
that can supplant the need for emergent angiography and 
reduces transfusion requirements and mortality.291 Endo-
tracheal intubation is usually undertaken on an emergency 
basis in a hypotensive patient, and the anesthesiologist may 
remain with the patient throughout the initial hours of sta-
bilization to manage sedation, analgesia, transport, and 
ongoing resuscitation needs. In the absence of an ortho-
pedic specialist, temporary stabilization and tamponade of 
some pelvic fractures can be accomplished with use of a spe-
cially made pelvic binder, the pelvic portion of military anti-
shock trousers, or a bed sheet knotted tightly around the 
bony pelvis.292 Mechanically unstable pelvic ring fractures 
are associated with increased fluid and blood resuscitation 
volumes, significantly more frequent presence of concomi-
tant injuries, and increased ventilation and ICU stay, rate of 
MODS, sepsis, and rate of mortality.293

Patients with pelvic fractures can initially be divided into 
two groups: (1) stable pelvic fracture; or (2) displaced pelvic 
ring fractures with hemodynamic instability or high risk 
for deterioration. This second group has the highest risk 
for complications and mortality related to their injuries. 
The presence of associated injuries to the head, chest, and 
abdomen can lead to conflicting priorities in management 
of these patients. For example, a CT finding of a high-grade 
splenic injury in the setting of a severe pelvic injury and 
hemodynamic instability may require an exploratory lapa-
rotomy before addressing the pelvic injury. These patients 
may present for operative procedures with or without early 
interventions such as placement of a pelvic binder or resus-
citative endovascular balloon occlusion of the aorta. As the 
unstable trauma patient is moved to the angiography suite 

or hybrid OR, resuscitation should continue to maintain 
an acceptable perfusion pressure; and survival is higher if 
this transition occurs within 3 hours of presentation.294 
Management of these interventions in the OR requires an 
understanding of the anatomy, physiology, and surgical 
considerations involved in their employment in the opera-
tive setting as discussed above.

Open fractures should be pulse-lavaged and debrided as 
soon as possible after injury to minimize the risk for infec-
tious complications. If ongoing resuscitation or unstable 
TBI precludes the patient from early management in 
the OR, this procedure can be performed at the bedside. 
Despite the frequency of open fractures, their management 
remains one of the greatest and most debated orthopedic 
challenges. Timing of surgical fixation in open fractures 
is often surgeon-specific or center-specific, because little 
consensus exists among orthopedic surgeons as to optimal 
treatment.295

The advantages and disadvantages of regional and gen-
eral anesthesia are summarized in Boxes 66.9 and 66.10. 
Regional anesthesia seems to decrease postoperative mor-
bidity and mortality287,296,297 (including cognitive mea-
sures of function), but clinically measurable benefits may 
not be seen in patients receiving combined general and 
regional techniques.298-300 One other prevalent concern 
in the management of an orthopedic trauma patient is the 
concomitant use of regional anesthesia, analgesia, or both 
and prophylaxis for venous thromboembolism, as discussed 
in Chapter 64.

Intraoperative TEE has shown that most patients undergo-
ing long-bone fracture manipulation experience microembo-
lism of fat and marrow.301 Most patients suffer no discernible 
clinical impact from this phenomenon, but some will expe-
rience a significant acute inflammatory response. After long 
bone fractures, some lung dysfunction occurs in almost all 
patients, ranging from minor laboratory abnormalities to full 
blown fat embolism syndrome (FES). A lack of universally 

Advantages

Allows continued assessment of mental status
Increased vascular flow
Avoidance of airway instrumentation
Improved postoperative mental status
Decreased blood loss
Decreased incidence of deep venous thrombosis
Improved postoperative analgesia
Better pulmonary toilet
Earlier mobilization
Lower incidence of long-term pain syndromes!
Disadvantages

Peripheral nerve function difficult to assess
Patient refusal common
Requirement for sedation
Hemodynamic instability with placement
Longer time to achieve anesthesia
Not suitable for multiple body regions
May wear off before procedure(s) conclude(s)

BOX 66.9 Advantages and Disadvantages 
of Regional Anesthesia for Trauma
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accepted diagnostic criteria combined with concomitant 
pulmonary and cardiovascular dysfunction accounts for 
the varying incidence reported in the literature. Clinically 
significant FES occurs in 3% to 10% of patients but is likely 
underdiagnosed in patients with multiple injuries or a high 
ISS.302 Patients with coexisting lung injury are at additional 
risk for FES. Signs include hypoxia, tachycardia, mental sta-
tus changes, and, classically, a petechial rash on the axillae, 
upper arms and shoulders, chest, neck, and conjunctivae. 
FES should be considered whenever the alveolar-arterial oxy-
gen gradient deteriorates in conjunction with decreased pul-
monary compliance and CNS deterioration. Under general 
anesthesia, the CNS changes will not be apparent but may 
be manifested as failure to awaken after surgery. If central 
hemodynamic monitoring is available, pulmonary artery 
pressure is elevated, often accompanied by decreases in the 
cardiac index. Diagnosis in the OR is largely based on the clin-
ical findings after ruling out other causes of hypoxemia. Fat 
globules in urine are nondiagnostic, but lung infiltrates seen 
on chest radiography confirm the presence of lung injury 
and the need for appropriate ventilatory management with 
oxygen, higher PEEP, and possible longer-term mechanical 
ventilatory support.303,304 Treatment includes early recog-
nition, administration of oxygen, and judicious fluid man-
agement.305 A change in the orthopedic procedure may be 
indicated, such as converting intramedullary nailing of the 
femur to external fixation. In the patient with bilateral femur 
fractures, it has been proposed that 1 to 2 days be allowed to 
pass between successive nailing procedures.306

Acute compartment syndrome of the extremities is 
defined as a “condition in which increased pressure within 
a limited space compromises the circulation and function of 
the tissues within that space.”307 The most common cause 
of compartment syndrome is edema secondary to muscle 
injury and associated hematoma formation. Although 
most commonly associated with traumatic injuries, com-
partment syndrome also can occur because of causes asso-
ciated with trauma, including reperfusion injury, burns, 
drug overdose, and prolonged limb compression (Box 
66.11). The most common fractures associated with the 
development of compartment syndrome are those of the 
tibial shaft (40%) and forearm (18%).308,309 Forearm com-
partment syndrome requiring fasciotomy predominantly 
affects males and can occur after either a fracture or soft-
tissue injury. A further 23% of cases are caused by soft-tis-
sue injuries without fracture.310 Although no randomized, 

prospective trials have been conducted, regional anesthesia 
does not blunt detection of compartment syndromes if there 
is not an associated dense motor block.311

Fasciotomy is usually indicated when compartment 
pressure approaches 20 to 30 mm Hg below diastolic pres-
sure in any patient with a worsening clinical condition, a 
documented rising tissue pressure, major soft tissue injury, 
or a history of 4 to 6 hours of total ischemia of an extrem-
ity. Prophylactic fasciotomy may be indicated in patients 
with warm ischemic time more than 2 hours, ligation of 
the major veins in the popliteal region or distal part of the 
thigh, and crush injuries. Early or prophylactic fasciotomy 
decreases subsequent muscle loss.312

Crush syndrome is the general manifestation of crush 
injury caused by continuous prolonged pressure on one or 
more extremities313 and is commonly found in patients who 
have been trapped in one position for an extended period. 
Muscle injury secondary to ischemia causes myoglobin-
uria, which can lead to acute renal failure and subsequent 
profound electrolyte disturbances. The most critical treat-
ment consists of crystalloid fluid resuscitation; a total body 
fluid deficit of 15 L may occur in severe rhabdomyolysis.314 
Osmotic diuresis with mannitol and alkalization of urine 
with sodium bicarbonate to prevent precipitation of myo-
globin in the renal tubules are controversial.315 The pre-
ferred therapy for renal failure secondary to rhabdomyolysis 
at the shock trauma center is continuous renal replacement 
therapy and hemofiltration.316 Most of these patients even-
tually have full recovery of native renal function.317!

SOFT TISSUE TRAUMA

Assessment of soft tissue injury is critical in the manage-
ment of a trauma patient. Muscular coverage is neces-
sary for the viability of any orthopedic repair, but it may 

Advantages

Speed of onset
Duration: can be maintained as long as needed
Allows multiple procedures for multiple injuries
Greater patient acceptance
Allows positive-pressure ventilation!
Disadvantages

Impairment of global neurologic examination
Requirement for airway instrumentation
Hemodynamic management more complex

BOX 66.10 Advantages and Disadvantages 
of General Anesthesia for Trauma Patients

Orthopedic

Fractures and operative repair!
Vascular

Reperfusion injury
Hemorrhage with hematoma formation
Ischemia from arterial and venous injuries!
Soft Tissue

Crush injury
Burns
Prolonged compression in immobile state!
Iatrogenic

Casts and circular dressing
Use of pneumatic antishock garment
Intraosseous fluid replacement in infant or child
Pulsatile lavage with extravasation
Extravasation from venous or arterial puncture site!
Miscellaneous

Snakebite
Acute exertion

BOX 66.11 Risk Factors for the 
Development of Compartment Syndrome
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be jeopardized by avulsion at the time of injury, ischemia 
from elevated compartment pressure, and ongoing bacte-
rial infection in open wounds. Acute surgical management 
of soft tissue injury is straightforward: all dead or devitalized 
tissue must be debrided, and the wound thoroughly irri-
gated to reduce the load of bacterial contaminants. When 
muscle or fascia involvement is significant, serial debride-
ment at frequent intervals is necessary to establish a mar-
gin of completely viable tissue. Vacuum dressings for large 
soft tissue wounds are gaining in popularity because con-
tinuous negative pressure over the wound surface removes 
contaminants and encourages blood flow.318 When serial 
debridement establishes viable tissue at all margins of the 
wound, arrangements for definitive closure can be made. 
Closure may be as simple as a split-thickness skin graft or as 
complex as free tissue transfer of muscle and fascia from an 
uninjured portion of the body, with attendant arterial and 
venous anastomoses.

A degloving injury results in significant soft tissue loss, 
usually in the extremities. Multiple plastic surgery and 
reconstructive procedures may be necessary. General anes-
thesia is usually required, although combining it with epi-
dural or regional block analgesia may confer the benefits of 
both techniques. Close consultation with the surgical teams 
is suggested.

Superficial vacuum dressings can be changed at the bed-
side under light sedation, but patients with deep wound 
dressings may require general anesthesia. The need for 
repeated surgeries is an important consideration for the 
anesthetic technique. Anesthesia for free tissue transfer sur-
gery requires meticulous attention to detail because these 
operations can be quite protracted. Every effort should be 
made to facilitate perfusion of the grafted vessels, including 
keeping the patient warm, euvolemic, and comfortable, and 
maintaining the hematocrit in the rheologically favorable 
range of 25% to 30%. The use of epidural anesthesia and 
analgesia is controversial, with some surgeons favoring it 
for its vasodilatory effects and others being concerned that 
it will induce a steal phenomenon that will actually limit 
flow in the denervated free tissue.319 The use of vasopres-
sors in microsurgery is generally avoided. Yet in one study, 
the vasopressor used did not cause more complications.320!

Other Traumatic Injuries

HEAD AND NECK SURGERY

Except for emergency exploration of penetrating trauma to 
zone II of the neck (from the clavicles up to the angle of the 
mandible), most surgical repair of head and neck trauma 
will occur in the subacute phase, after complete resuscita-
tion and secondary diagnostic studies. Anesthetic manage-
ment of these patients is not substantially different from that 
for similar elective procedures, although coexisting injuries 
may influence patient positioning, airway management, 
and ventilator settings.321,322 Surgery on the mandible 
and maxilla will be facilitated by nasotracheal intubation, 
but a secure airway should be not jeopardized by attempt-
ing to switch from an oral to a nasal tube in a patient in 
whom visualization of the larynx might be difficult because 
of traumatic swelling or body habitus. It is safer in these 

cases for the surgeon to either work around an oral tube 
secured behind the second molar (to allow dental occlu-
sion) or place a tracheostomy if the need for intubation and 
mechanical ventilation is likely to be protracted. Surgery 
on the zygoma and the nasal, orbital, and ethmoid bones 
will be possible with an oral ETT. Securing the ETT to the 
molar with a fine-gauge wire will help stabilize it through 
the operation. All of these surgeries will lead to significant 
soft tissue swelling in the immediate postoperative period, 
often necessitating several days of continued intubation 
and sedation until sufficient venous drainage has occurred 
to allow safe extubation of the trachea. Though not by itself 
definitive, the presence of an air leak when the ETT cuff is 
deflated is suggestive that the airway will remain patent 
once the tube is removed.!

CHEST INJURIES: PULMONARY

Injuries to the lung parenchyma that produce pneumotho-
rax can be managed by tube thoracostomy to relieve tension, 
drain accumulated blood, and apply suction to the pleural 
space until the air leak spontaneously resolves. Bleeding 
from the low-pressure pulmonary circulation is usually self-
limited. Thoracostomy is uncommon but becomes neces-
sary when evidence exists of mediastinal injury, chest tube 
output exceeds 1500 mL in the first hours after injury, tra-
cheal or bronchial injury and massive air leak are apparent, 
or the patient is hemodynamically unstable with evident 
thoracic pathology.33 Blood collected from the pleural space 
is generally free of clotting factors and can be directly rein-
fused with any of several commercial systems323; however, 
concern has been expressed that this may be prothrombotic 
and potentially harmful.324 Hemorrhage necessitating sur-
gery may be from injured intercostal or internal mammary 
arteries or from the lung parenchyma. Staple resection of 
injured lung or even anatomic lobectomy is not uncom-
mon, particularly after penetrating trauma.

Although double-lumen endotracheal intubation is 
desirable during urgent thoracotomy, this should not be 
the initial approach. Rapid sequence induction with a 
large-caliber (at least 8.0 mm in internal diameter) conven-
tional ETT will allow diagnostic bronchoscopy if needed. 
The change to a double-lumen tube can then be made 
under controlled conditions in the presence of adequate 
oxygenation, anesthesia, and muscle relaxation. Tolerance 
of single-lung ventilation is variable in the trauma popula-
tion and depends in large part on the absence of significant 
pathologic findings in the ventilated lung. Many patients 
with blunt thoracic injury have bilateral pulmonary con-
tusions and will require increased FiO2 and high levels of 
PEEP to maintain adequate oxygenation, even when both 
lungs are ventilated. Those with a high Thoracic Trauma 
Severity score in the setting of blunt trauma and pulmonary 
contusion are more likely to progress to ARDS potentially 
necessitating early, aggressive management of mechanical 
ventilation.325

Although chest trauma requiring pneumonectomy has 
historically resulted in mortality approaching 100%, a 
recent review of the National Trauma Data Bank found 
261 cases of pneumonectomy following trauma (163 pen-
etrating and 98 blunt) with an overall in-hospital mor-
tality of 60%.326 Intraoperative deaths are the result of 
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uncontrollable hemorrhage, acute right ventricular fail-
ure, and air embolism. Patients who survive the initial 
procedure are at risk for early postoperative morbidity and 
mortality. Fluid management may be complicated by the 
need to weigh ongoing resuscitation against the treatment 
of right ventricular failure. Blunt thoracic trauma requir-
ing pneumonectomy is often associated with abdominal 
and pelvic trauma. Volume replacement must be judi-
cious, and the use of a pulmonary artery catheter (placed 
with care in a postpneumonectomy patient) or TEE may be 
beneficial. Echocardiography will also play an important 
role in assessing right ventricular function and pulmonary 
hypertension. Treatment of right ventricular failure after 
traumatic pneumonectomy is difficult.327 During hypovo-
lemic shock a disproportionate increase occurs in pulmo-
nary vascular resistance with respect to systemic vascular 
resistance,328 as well as frequent mortality with combined 
hemorrhagic shock and pneumonectomy.329 With severe 
right heart dysfunction it is desirable to maintain a higher 
preload than normal. Several therapeutic approaches have 
been used to treat right ventricular failure, including close 
monitoring of pulmonary artery pressure, the use of diuret-
ics for volume overload, and administration of pulmonary 
vasodilators. Because this injury is rare, and the number of 
patients reported in the literature is small, the best therapy 
is difficult to identify. A recent case report describes the use 
of nitric oxide to successfully treat pulmonary hypertension 
after posttraumatic pneumonectomy.330 Extracorporeal 
support also has been used to sustain patients through the 
perioperative period, although the technical challenges are 
substantial and successful weaning may require days to 
weeks on bypass (see also Chapter 85).331

Tracheobronchial injury can result from either blunt force 
or penetrating trauma. Penetrating injuries are usually 
more promptly diagnosed and treated. Blunt trauma most 
commonly results in an injury to the tracheobronchial tree 
within 2.5 cm of the carina and may initially be unrecog-
nized. The presence of subcutaneous emphysema, pneumo-
mediastinum, pneumopericardium, or pneumoperitoneum, 
without apparent cause, should alert the practitioner to pos-
sible tracheobronchial injury.332 Despite bronchoscopy and 
helical CT scanning, a small injury may never be delineated. 
If the resultant injury is an incomplete tear, it may heal 
with stenosis, subsequent atelectasis, pneumonia, pulmo-
nary destruction, and sepsis. When surgery is required for 
a delayed, incomplete tracheobronchial injury, pulmonary 
resection may be required if significant tissue destruction 
has occurred, whereas complete transection may be amena-
ble to reconstruction with preservation of pulmonary tissue. 
The level of injury dictates the surgical approach. Cervical 
injuries are approached through a transverse neck incision, 
left bronchial injuries via a left thoracotomy, and tracheal or 
right main bronchial injuries via a right thoracotomy. In the 
cervical region it is sometimes possible to access a longitu-
dinal tear of the posterior membranous trachea by opening 
the anterior trachea and operating around the ETT.!

CHEST INJURIES: TRAUMATIC AORTIC INJURY

Traumatic aortic injury (TAI) must be ruled out in any 
patient with a high-energy injury, such as occurs with a 
motor vehicle accident or a fall from a height. The incidence 

of TAI has decreased in recent years because of the increased 
presence of airbags in motor vehicles; most of the cases 
in the past decade have been caused by side-impact colli-
sions.333 Aortic injury occurs most commonly just distal 
to the left subclavian artery and is the result of sheer forces 
between the mobile heart and aortic arch and the immobile 
descending thoracic aorta. TAI is manifested as a contin-
uum of injury from a small intimal flap to free transection 
contained by the surrounding mediastinum and pleura. The 
diagnosis is most commonly made by CT scan of the chest 
with intravenous contrast, which has a sensitivity compa-
rable to aortography.334 Surgical or endovascular repair is 
indicated for most patients with TAI because of the high risk 
for rupture in the hours and days after injury with endo-
vascular repair being the preferred option in the absence 
of contraindication. Selective nonoperative management 
of high-risk patients with TAI has been described.335,336 
Treatment is similar to that in patients with uncomplicated 
type B aortic dissection and consists of '-adrenergic block-
ade to minimize the cardiac rate–pressure product.!

CHEST INJURIES: RIB FRACTURES

Rib fractures are the most common injury resulting from 
blunt chest trauma. The fracture itself generally requires 
no specific treatment and will heal spontaneously over a 
period of several weeks. Therapy is directed at minimizing 
pulmonary complications secondary to these fractures, 
such as pain, splinting, atelectasis, hypoxemia, and pneu-
monia. Of particular concern are rib fractures in older 
adults (older than 55 years of age). Older patients with rib 
fractures have twice the mortality and thoracic morbidity of 
younger patients with similar injuries. Epidural anesthesia 
should be used liberally in patients with severe pain, older 
adults, and patients with preexisting compromised pulmo-
nary function. Data support a 6% decrease in morbidity 
and mortality in older patients when epidural anesthesia is 
used337; however, a meta-analysis failed to identify a reduc-
tion in mortality.338 Nonetheless, recent guidelines for pain 
management in the patient with blunt thoracic trauma 
recommend epidural analgesia over nonregional modali-
ties of pain control.339 Epidural analgesia may minimize or 
avoid complications of splinting and pain such as hypox-
emia, hypoventilation, the need for tracheal intubation, 
and the possibility of pneumonia. Endotracheal intubation 
is reserved for patients who are unable to oxygenate or ven-
tilate or who require protection of the airway.

Fracture of multiple neighboring ribs will result in the flail 
chest syndrome, characterized by paradoxical chest wall 
motion during spontaneous ventilation. Not all patients 
with a flail chest require positive-pressure ventilation, 
and endotracheal intubation should be reserved for those 
who meet the usual criteria. Patients who are not initially 
intubated should be observed closely in the ICU for signs of 
worsening respiratory function. Increasing cases have been 
reported of the use of noninvasive positive-pressure ventila-
tion (NIPPV) for lung injury secondary to trauma.340 For 
these patients who subsequently require intubation for a 
surgical procedure, the anesthesiologist will need to deter-
mine the safety of extubation postoperatively. NIPPV is 
associated with fewer cases of pneumonia, which may lead 
to fewer tracheostomies and decreased ICU length of stay. 
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A successful technique has been early extubation to a mask 
delivering continuous positive airway pressure or bilevel 
positive airway pressure.341 Concomitant pulmonary 
injury, especially lung contusion, is commonly associated 
with flail chest. Pulmonary contusion will cause shunting, 
which will lead to hypoxemia. This syndrome may prog-
ress rapidly in the hours and days after injury. An initially 
clear chest radiograph does not exclude the possibility of a 
pulmonary contusion, and, again, close observation is war-
ranted if signs of significant chest wall trauma are present. 
As with all patients after traumatic injury, a high degree of 
suspicion along with a continuous search for missed inju-
ries is warranted. No specific therapy exists for a pulmonary 
contusion, and therapy is directed at the associated inju-
ries or resultant hypoxemia. Early and aggressive imple-
mentation of a lung-protective strategy may have a role in 
patients with significant pulmonary contusion to minimize 
progression to ARDS.!

CHEST INJURIES: CARDIAC INJURY

Blunt cardiac injury is a rare and poorly understood phe-
nomenon that must be considered in any patient who has 
sustained a frontal impact to the chest. Bruising or edema 
of the myocardium is functionally indistinguishable from 
myocardial ischemia and may be causally related in that 
the pathophysiology of cardiac contusion may involve forc-
ible dislodgement of unstable atherosclerotic plaque. If the 
patient is hemodynamically stable and the ECG does not 
demonstrate conduction disturbances or tachyarrhyth-
mias, blunt cardiac injury can be safely excluded.342 If 
either a new tachyarrhythmia or conduction disturbance 
subsequently develops or the patient has unexplained hypo-
tension, other causes (hypovolemia, renal failure) should 
be ruled out first. If the workup is negative, TTE should be 
performed. Right ventricular dysfunction resulting in hypo-
tension may be overlooked while more common causes of 
hypotension in the trauma patient are being evaluated. TEE 
is superior to TTE in obese patients or those with injuries 
to the chest wall that make it difficult to obtain adequate 
acoustic windows, but it will generally require intubation 
and deep sedation to perform. Once diagnosed, blunt car-
diac injury should be managed as ischemic cardiac injury, 
with completion of resuscitation and then careful control 
of fluid volumes, administration of coronary vasodilators, 
and monitoring and symptomatic treatment of rhythm dis-
turbances. Anticoagulation with aspirin or heparin should 
be approached on a case-by-case basis as determined by the 
patient’s other injuries. Cardiology consultation is appro-
priate if the patient may benefit from coronary angiography 
followed by angioplasty or stenting of stenotic vessels.

Patients with penetrating cardiac trauma and blunt 
trauma causing rupture of one or more chambers (usually 
the atria) are often not seen by the trauma center because 
of a frequent rate of prehospital mortality.343 Those who 
do not die immediately of free exsanguination into the 
thoracic cavity will have pericardial tamponade and can 
be extremely unstable in the first minutes after admission. 
This condition is diagnosed by clinical suspicion, focused 
assessment with sonography for trauma (FAST), and direct 
inspection during ED thoracotomy. Relief of the tamponade 
and clamp or suture control of the cardiac injury may allow 

restoration of spontaneous circulation and necessitate 
urgent transition to the OR for definitive hemostasis and 
chest closure. Cardiopulmonary bypass may be required for 
support during repair of cardiac injuries.!

ABDOMINAL INJURY

The need for exploratory laparotomy, once the mainstay 
of the trauma surgeon, has declined because FAST and 
high-resolution CT have reduced the incidence of negative 
abdominal explorations, whereas angiographic emboliza-
tion of hemorrhaging vessels in the liver and spleen has 
reduced the need for open procedures. Urgent celiotomy, 
when it does occur, will typically follow the principles of 
damage control, as described earlier.344 The abdomen is 
opened and packed tightly in all four quadrants. Systematic 
exploration is undertaken in each quadrant in turn, with 
time taken only for control of hemorrhage and rapid staple 
closure of open gastrointestinal injuries. The abdomen is 
packed open at the end of the procedure, a sterile drape is 
used to cover exposed viscera, and the patient is moved to 
the ICU to complete resuscitation. Definitive treatment of 
nonlethal injuries and restoration of bowel continuity are 
deferred until a second operation 24 to 48 hours later.

Anesthetic management of emergency celiotomy should 
follow the principles of early resuscitation outlined earlier. 
Adequate intravenous access is required, as well as con-
tinuous arterial pressure monitoring. Use of cell salvage 
devices can reduce the patient’s exposure to banked blood, 
although reinfusion is generally deferred if there has been 
significant contamination by bowel contents. A rapid infu-
sion system is advantageous for preservation of intravas-
cular volume and normothermia during periods of heavy 
bleeding. Subsequent abdominal surgeries will be needed 
in hemodynamically stable patients and should not present 
unusual anesthetic challenges. Subsequent reconstructive 
procedures can become technically difficult as scarring and 
adhesions develop; the anesthesiologist should be prepared 
for a long anesthetic procedure with the potential for signifi-
cant hemodynamic compromise.!

Selected Patient Populations

TRAUMA AND PREGNANCY

Trauma to pregnant patients is associated with a frequent 
risk for spontaneous abortion, preterm labor, or prema-
ture delivery, depending on the location and magnitude of 
the mother’s injury.345 Trauma is the leading nonobstet-
ric cause of death in pregnant women with nearly double 
the mortality rate.346 Early consultation with an obstetri-
cian is desirable for any pregnant trauma patient, for both 
immediate management and long-term follow-up. The 
best treatment of the developing fetus consists of rapid and 
complete resuscitation of the mother. Trauma patients in 
the first trimester of gestation may not realize that they 
are pregnant; for this reason, human chorionic gonado-
tropin testing is part of the initial laboratory studies for 
any injured woman of childbearing age. Serious trauma 
occurring during the period of fetal organogenesis may 
induce birth defects or miscarriage because of the effects 
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of medications, pelvic irradiation, or hemorrhage leading 
to placental ischemia. Indicated radiologic tests should not 
be deferred but shielding of the pelvis should be provided 
whenever possible.347 Patients who do not spontaneously 
miscarry should be advised of the potential risks for birth 
defects and be referred for counseling if desired.348 Dilata-
tion plus curettage of the uterus is advisable after miscar-
riage to avoid toxicity arising from retained products of 
conception.349

Trauma occurring in the second or third trimester of 
pregnancy necessitates early ultrasonographic examina-
tion to determine fetal age, size, and viability. Monitoring 
of the fetal heart rate is indicated if the pregnancy is suf-
ficiently advanced that the fetus would be viable if deliv-
ered. Preterm labor is very common in this population 
and should be treated with '-adrenergic agonist drugs or 
magnesium at the direction of the obstetrician. Delivery 
should be delayed if the fetus is not an unacceptable meta-
bolic stress on the mother. Delivery by cesarean section is 
indicated if the mother is in extremis, if the uterus itself is 
hemorrhaging, or if the gravid uterus is impairing surgi-
cal control of abdominal or pelvic hemorrhage.350 Placen-
tal abruption can occur in response to substance abuse or 
abdominal trauma and can precipitate life-threatening 
uterine hemorrhage. Emergency cesarean section is indi-
cated in these cases. The Kleihauer-Betke blood test can be 
used to determine if fetal blood has leaked into the mater-
nal circulation350; if positive, administration of anti-Rh0 
immune globulin is recommended for any Rh-negative 
mother carrying a Rh-positive fetus. By the third trimester 
the uterus is sufficiently enlarged to compress the inferior 
vena cava when the patient is positioned supine, thereby 
impairing venous return to the heart and contributing to 
hypotension. Left lateral uterine displacement is indicated 
to treat this problem. If the patient is immobilized on a long 
spine board because of concern for a thoracic or lumbar 
spinal fracture, the whole board can be tipped to the left. 
Because the gravid uterus displays abdominal contents 
upward, elevating the head of the bed may also be required 
to improve ventilation.!

PEDIATRIC TRAUMA PATIENTS

While the overall proportion of pediatric trauma patients 
compromises a minority of trauma center admissions, 
traumatic injuries remain the leading cause of death for 
children aged 1 to 14 years of age.2 Motor vehicle crashes, 
drowning, falls, and burns constitute most of the mecha-
nisms for traumatic injury.351 A disproportionate number 
of pediatric trauma patients (&80%) have an associated 
TBI; such injuries are responsible for more than half of all 
deaths.351,352 The initial priorities of trauma assessment 
and management are the same for children and adults; 
nonetheless, several particularities must be considered, 
including differences in airway anatomy, the normal range 
of physiological variables, and other anatomical differences 
(see also Chapter 77).33,352

Successful management of the pediatric airway consti-
tutes the foundation and initial step in pediatric trauma 
resuscitation because hypoxia and respiratory compro-
mise are the most common causes of cardiac arrest.352,353 
Preceding airway management, a high degree of caution 

must be exercised to immobilize the cervical spine in 
patients with dangerous mechanisms that increase the 
risk of spinal injuries. Some of these mechanisms include: 
falls from height greater than one meter or five stairs, 
axial loading to the head, high-speed and/or rollover 
motor vehicle crashes, ejection from a motor vehicle, or 
accidents involving motorized recreational vehicles and 
bicycle collisions.354 SCIWORA may be present in up to 
35% of children with high-risk mechanisms, and this 
increased risk precludes clearance of the cervical spine 
in the same manner as adults.354,355 Children have a 
high oxygen consumption rate and react to hypoxia with 
bradycardia, sometimes even with very brief periods of 
apnea.356 The anesthesiologist should be prepared to 
encounter the following anatomical differences in pediat-
ric patients when managing the airway: a large, protuber-
ant occiput; a small oral cavity; a large tongue; presence 
of large adenoids and tonsils; and a short and anteriorly 
displaced larynx.352,356 These anatomical features can 
predispose to obstruction, bleeding, and a difficult air-
way. Pediatric patients should always be considered 
to have a full stomach, and rapid sequence induction 
and intubation is the gold standard for airway manage-
ment.356 In cases where intubation and mask ventilation 
are impossible, surgical cricothyroidotomy is considered 
unsafe in children younger than 12 years of age due to 
the small size of the cricothyroid membrane and proxim-
ity to vocal cords.33 Needle cricothyroidotomy is preferred 
as a temporizing solution until other preparations are 
made. Emergent venous access in children can be chal-
lenging; if unable to obtain peripheral access, intraosse-
ous access is recommended.33 Determination of weight is 
mandatory to dose medications appropriately and guide 
fluid and blood component resuscitation. If weight is 
unknown, a length-based resuscitation tape or specialty 
stretcher with an integrated scale may be used. Through-
out the perioperative period, vigilance for hypothermia 
should be maintained. Owing to a large surface-to-weight 
ratio, immature thermoregulation mechanisms, and the 
effects of general anesthetics, pediatric trauma patients 
are prone to develop hypothermia.357 Hypothermia can 
be particularly detrimental for pediatric trauma patients 
because up to a 10% decrease in clotting factor activ-
ity has been observed for every degree Celsius below 
normothermia.357,358

There are several unique aspects of pediatric trauma 
resuscitation that anesthesiologists should be familiar 
with. Due to differences in pediatric coagulation profiles 
(i.e., decreased levels of procoagulatory proteins and 
fewer coagulation inhibitors), thromboelastography has 
an unclear role for diagnosing and treating coagulation 
disorders.357 There are no validated scoring systems to 
determine the need for massive transfusion in children, 
and a DCR strategy (i.e., transfusion-packed RBCs to 
FFP to platelets in a 1:1:1 ratio) has not been studied 
adequately in pediatric patients. Hypotensive resuscita-
tion has not been studied in children and may be hazard-
ous because baseline blood pressures in children closely 
approximate the lower limits of cerebral autoregula-
tion.357,359,360 The use of adjuncts such as TXA rFVIIa 
may have utility in limiting bleeding, but large studies in 
pediatric patients are presently lacking.359,361!
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OLDER TRAUMA PATIENTS

As the world population continues to increase in age, 
elderly trauma patients continue to become a growing 
part of the overall trauma population.362 Overall mortal-
ity among elderly trauma patients is higher than among 
younger adults; injured patients over age 74 years are at 
considerably higher risk for mortality.363 Elderly trauma 
patients frequently present with lower ISS, but more often 
sustain severe injuries to the head and lower extremities.364

When managing elderly patients with trauma, the effects 
of aging on physiological function and the impact of pre-
existing conditions and medications must be carefully con-
sidered. Equivalent traumatic injuries will have a markedly 
more serious outcome in the elderly than in younger vic-
tims (see also Chapter 65).363,365 Elderly patients may be 
taking multiple medications such as anticoagulants and 
'-blockers, each of which may worsen traumatic shock 
by causing severe bleeding and blunting of compensatory 
responses, respectively. Elderly patients may not have teeth 
or dentures to help maintain airway patency; edentulous 
patients are often difficult to mask ventilate, and dentures 
may loosen and obstruct the airway. Many older adults 
have decreased chest wall and pulmonary compliance, 
diminished functional residual capacity, and decreased 
mucus clearance—all of which have been shown to con-
tribute to a mortality that is double that found in younger 
patients.366 In elderly patients with blunt thoracic trauma, 
each additional rib fracture increases mortality and the 
risk for pneumonia by over 20%. Intubation may be com-
plicated by degenerative spine changes and kyphoscoliosis. 
The patient may have a pacemaker or automatic implant-
able cardioverter-defibrillator in place, as well as artificial 
cardiac valves or stents. Older adults have thinner skin and 
are more prone to hypothermia and early development of 
pressure ulcers. Great care must be taken during intraop-
erative positioning to avoid secondary pressure injuries. 
Potential causes of an altered mental status may include 
delirium, dementia, pain medication, sedatives, increased 
ICP, and decreased CPP, the latter two of which are most 
deadly.

A tailored evaluation and management of elderly trauma 
patients is a crucial factor for improving outcomes.367 A 
higher hematocrit, achieved by tighter control of admin-
istered fluid, is generally recommended to maintain maxi-
mized tissue oxygen delivery. Posttraumatic myocardial 
dysfunction is a significant risk, particularly if the heart 
rate is elevated secondary to blood loss, pain, or anxiety. 
Complex operations or large blood loss should encourage 
the use of TEE, invasive arterial monitoring, and nonin-
vasive monitors of cardiac output and volume status to 
guide fluid and inotropic therapy.163 Older patients will 
have diminished requirements for postoperative analgesia 
and may respond to sedative medications with inappropri-
ate agitation.!

JEHOVAH’S WITNESS PATIENTS

A trauma patient who refuses blood products requires spe-
cial management. Early identification and control of hem-
orrhage are obviously important (see also Chapter 49). 
Deliberate hypotension to limit bleeding may be helpful. 

Preoperative and intraoperative phlebotomy should be 
minimized. The use of salvaged red cells (from intraopera-
tive collection or from a chest drainage system) should be 
discussed with the patient because some Jehovah’s Witness 
patients will allow the use of salvaged blood provided that 
the entire system remains in continuity with the vascula-
ture.368 The use of albumin and other substances derived 
from circulating proteins should be addressed. Early hemo-
dynamic monitoring is indicated to help determine the role 
of colloid therapy, vasopressors, and inotropes in main-
taining tissue oxygen delivery at the highest possible level. 
Case reports have described the successful use of rFVIIa and 
hemoglobin-based oxygen carriers in Jehovah’s Witness 
patients to rapidly correct bleeding and support oxygen 
delivery, but these agents are not approved for these uses 
and large case series are not available.369 In the postacute 
phase, the use of erythropoietin to promote red cell growth 
may shorten the period of relative anemia although there is 
limited evidence.370!

Postoperative Care

EMERGENCE AND TRACHEAL EXTUBATION

Initial surgery in a trauma patient is followed by a period of 
monitoring and ongoing treatment in which the anesthesi-
ologist is closely involved, either in the postanesthesia care 
unit (PACU) or in the ICU (see also Chapter 80). The ade-
quacy of posttraumatic resuscitation must be confirmed, 
as outlined earlier, and diagnostic studies of the secondary 
survey completed. Rapid termination of general anesthesia 
is highly desirable, particularly in patients with an altered 
level of consciousness or other evidence of TBI before sur-
gery. Change in mental status from the preoperative base-
line is an indication for repeat cranial CT and a search for 
possible metabolic or toxic derangements.

Although neurologic function should be assessed postop-
eratively, early extubation of a trauma patient should not 
be taken for granted. Many patients will require contin-
ued ventilator support because of CNS trauma, direct pul-
monary or chest wall trauma, massive transfusion, upper 
airway edema, or ongoing intoxication. Box 66.12 lists the 
criteria for extubation after urgent or emergency trauma 
surgery. If any doubt exists about the patient’s ability to 
meet these criteria, the patient should be transported to the 
PACU or ICU with the ETT in place. Appropriate analgesic 
medication should be administered, with sedation if neces-
sary. Twelve to 24 hours of support allows confirmation 
of successful resuscitation and surgical repair, hemody-
namic equilibration, titration of appropriate analgesia, and 
resolution of intoxication. Many patients can be tracheally 
extubated easily and safely at this time; those who cannot 
are at high risk for the development of MOD—heralded by 
the development of posttraumatic ARDS—and will usually 
require days to weeks of subsequent intensive care.!

ACUTE PAIN MANAGEMENT

Trauma patients present significant pain management 
challenges to the clinician because of multiple sites of injury, 
protracted episodes of care, complicating psychological and 
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emotional issues, and prior or ongoing substance abuse 
(see also Chapter 81). As with pain management practice 
in other diseases, trauma patients are frequently under-
treated, thus creating a significant source of dissatisfaction. 
Because trauma patients run the gamut of physiology from 
healthy young athletes to debilitated older adults, anesthe-
siologists providing pain management for trauma patients 
must be prepared for a wide range of needs.

Individual trauma patients will have widely varying 
requirements for pain medication, so induction of analge-
sia must be titrated carefully, ideally in a closely monitored 
environment such as the PACU. Administration of rap-
idly acting intravenous agents in small doses at frequent 
intervals until pain relief is achieved is recommended. This 
allows the practitioner to determine the patient’s basal 
requirements before starting long-acting medications or 
patient-controlled analgesia. Hypotension in response to 
analgesics is most commonly indicative of hypovolemia 
and should prompt a search for occult hemorrhage while 
further resuscitation occurs.

The need for analgesic medication and the duration 
of requirement for analgesics will be minimized if a com-
prehensive emotional support system is available to the 
patient. Trauma, because of its unexpected nature, carries 
with it a strongly negative psychological overlay that can 
have a profound effect on how anatomically based pain is 
perceived by the brain371 and on how the patient reacts. 
After an injury the patient may have legal, financial, and 
family-based concerns, without the ability to immediately 
address them. The availability of counselors—religious, 
financial, or legal—who can help the patient and family 
with these issues is of enormous benefit. The anesthesi-
ologist can help by communicating to the patient a clear 
description of the injuries, the probable time required for 
recovery, and the plan for managing pain throughout the 
course. The anesthesiologist should refer the patient to 
counseling services as needed and should be alert to the 

potential for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) in any 
traumatized patient.372 Referral to an experienced psychi-
atrist or psychologist is appropriate if PTSD is hindering 
the patient’s recovery.

The need for analgesic medication is also influenced by 
the schedule of physical therapy prescribed for the patient. 
In general, the more active a patient can be after traumatic 
injury, the lower the risk for pulmonary complications, 
venous thrombosis, and decubitus ulcers. Though painful 
in the short term, the sooner the patient is mobilized, the 
lower are the analgesic requirements in the long term. Early 
mobilization demonstrates to the patient the path to recov-
ery and contributes to an improved emotional state. One of 
the goals of analgesia, therefore, is provision of adequate 
medication to facilitate physical therapy without so sedat-
ing the patient that participation is impossible.

Neuropathic pain arises when direct injury occurs to 
a major sensory nerve and is common after spinal cord 
trauma, traumatic amputations, and major crush inju-
ries. Neuropathic pain is characterized by burning, inter-
mittent electrical shocks, and dysesthesia in the affected 
dermatomal distribution. Neuropathic pain must be iden-
tified because it responds poorly to the analgesics used 
for somatic pain. This diagnosis should be considered 
whenever pain control is poor or the patient has a rising 
requirement for medications unexplained by anatomic 
injuries. First-line therapy for neuropathic pain has been 
revolutionized by the widespread use of gabapentin, an 
antiepileptic drug with very strong specificity for this prob-
lem.373 Gabapentin therapy is typically initiated at a dose 
of 200 mg three times daily, with daily titration upward to 
a maximum of 2 to 3 g/day. If neuropathic pain persists, 
selective regional anesthesia or analgesia may be indi-
cated in an effort to break the cycle of spinal cord receptor 
recruitment.374

Regional analgesia (see also Chapters 45 and 46) pro-
vided through an epidural or brachial catheter should 
be considered for any trauma patient with a potential to 
benefit from this approach because it will spare the use of 
systemic opioids and facilitate early mobilization.375 Epi-
dural analgesia produces high levels of patient satisfaction 
and improved pulmonary function after major thoracoab-
dominal and orthopedic surgery in elective populations376; 
this is very likely true for the trauma population as well. 
Regional techniques are less useful when the patient has 
multiple sites of injury or when fractures or open wounds 
make placement difficult. Although epidural placement in 
anesthetized patients is relatively contraindicated because 
of the potential for occult SCI, the risk-to-benefit ratio in 
many trauma patients favors placement during surgery, 
when general anesthesia facilitates appropriate positioning 
and patient cooperation.!

Summary

Trauma touches all ages and classes of patients, from young 
and vigorous to older and frail. Because of its high preva-
lence, practicing anesthesiologists will encounter trauma 
patients throughout their careers. Increased public rec-
ognition of the consequences of injury has sparked inter-
est in trauma research and education, with the result that 

Mental Status

Resolution of intoxication
Able to follow commands
Noncombative
Pain adequately controlled!
Airway Anatomy and Reflexes

Appropriate cough and gag
Ability to protect airway from aspiration
No excessive airway edema or instability!
Respiratory Mechanics

Adequate tidal volume and respiratory rate
Normal motor strength
Required fraction of inspired oxygen (FiO2) less than 0.50!
Systemic Stability

Adequately resuscitated (see earlier)
Small likelihood of urgent return to the operating room
Normothermic, without signs of sepsis

BOX 66.12 Criteria for Operating Room or 
Postanesthesia Care Unit Extubation of the 
Trachea in a Trauma Patient
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diagnostic and therapeutic techniques have evolved rapidly 
in recent years. The anesthesiologist, as a perioperative 
physician, is in the ideal position to understand and apply 
these new techniques across the trauma continuum.
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